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1.0
1.1

INTRODUCTION
Purpose

Golder Associates Ltd. (Golder) has been retained by Thomas Cavanagh Construction Limited (Cavanagh) to
conduct necessary environmental studies for the proposed Henderson II Quarry license application in the City of
Ottawa (Geographic Township of Goulbourn) (Figure 1) and the associated municipal planning approvals.
This report specifically addresses the requirements of an Environmental Impact Study (EIS) for the municipal
planning process and the requirements of a Natural Environment Level 1 and Level 2 (NEL 1/2) Technical
Report (Aggregate Resources of Ontario Provincial Standards, Section 2.2) that will accompany the application
for a Category 2, Class “A” Quarry Below Water under the Aggregate Resources Act (ARA).
The terms of reference for the EIS were developed in consultation with the City of Ottawa. The requirements of
the ARA for documentation of the natural environment features that may be affected by the proposed operation
are based on the ARA Provincial Standards (MNR 1997).
For the purpose of this report, the following definitions of study areas are used:
Licensed Area (Figure 2) – the total land area within the property owned by Thomas Cavanagh Construction
Limited that will be licensed under the Aggregate Resources Act. The total Licensed Area is 53.1 hectares (ha).
Along the west boundary, the limit of the Licensed Area is coincident with the Huntley Wetland boundary. In this
report, the Licensed Area is also referred to as the “site”.
Limit of Extraction (Figure 2) – the total area within the Licensed Area from which aggregate will be extracted.
The total area of the Limit of Extraction is 45 ha. The Limit of Extraction will be set back 50 metres (m) from the
Huntley Wetland boundary along the west boundary and will be setback 30 m from the Trans-Canada Trail along
the southeast boundary. As Cavanagh owns the lands adjacent to the southwest of the Licensed Area, the Limit
of Extraction is the same as the Limit of the Licensed Area along the southwest boundary. There will be a
Common Boundary Agreement along the northeast part of Henderson II Quarry where it abuts the Henderson I
Quarry. The Limit of Extraction along the northeast is the same as the Limit of the Licensed Area (i.e., no
setback between the Limit of Extraction on the Henderson II Quarry and the Limit of Extraction on the
Henderson I Quarry).
ARA Study Area (Figure 2) – the Licensed Area plus 120 m. The ARA Study Area for the Natural Environment
Level 1 and Level 2 assessment is defined in the Aggregate Resources of Ontario Provincial Standards,
Sections 2.2.3 and 2.2.4.
Figure 2 shows where the predicted groundwater level drawdown (in the Gull River Formation) extends beyond
the ARA Study Area. Although these areas are not specifically included in the ARA Study Area, they are
discussed in the text of this report (where appropriate) in terms of assessing the overall impact of the proposed
Henderson II Quarry on the natural environment features.
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This report includes information pertaining to potential environmental implications of aggregate extraction below
the water table with respect to the following:



The environmental features and functions in the ARA Study Area;



The influence of the Limit of Extraction on the surrounding natural environment; and,

 The rehabilitation potential on the site after extraction.
1.2
Site Description
The site is located on the southern half of Lot 12, Concession XI, Ottawa, Ontario. The proposed Licensed Area
is approximately 53.1 hectares (ha) in size. The proposed extraction area is approximately 45 ha.
The site is comprised of cultural meadows, thickets and waste areas (or abandoned agricultural, residential or
industrial areas, generally with dry-hard packed soil) (Figure 2). A single sapling (immature) deciduous forested
area is present on the southeast corner of the site.

1.2.1

Adjacent Land Use

The existing licensed Cavanagh Henderson I Quarry (Henderson I) is immediately adjacent, to the north and
east. It is proposed that both Henderson I and Henderson II will share a common boundary. The Huntley
Wetland Provincially Significant Wetland Complex (Huntley Wetland) is located to the west and the TransCanada Trail is located to the south. The lands within the area where the predicted groundwater level drawdown
extends beyond the ARA Study Area, to the east and southeast, are characterized by agricultural fields and a
small, dry immature forested area with a thicket component, which appears to be disturbed (Figure 2).
There are a number of active licensed aggregate operations in the area. The R.W. Tomlinson Limited Stittsville
Quarry and the Dibblee Paving and Materials Ltd. Bell Quarry are located approximately 600 metres (m) to the
northeast of the site, on the east side of Jinkinson Road. The Cavanagh Beagle Club Quarry is located
approximately 650 m to the south of the site.
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2.0
2.1

ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY CONTEXT
Provincial Policy Statement

The Provincial Policy Statement (PPS) was issued under Section 3 of the Planning Act and came into effect
March 1, 2005 (MMAH 2005). It replaces the PPS issued May 22, 1996 and applies to all applications, matters
or proceedings commenced on or after March 1, 2005.
The natural heritage policies of the PPS indicate that:



2.1.1 Natural features and areas shall be protected for the long term;



2.1.2 The diversity and connectivity of natural features in an area, and the long-term ecological function and
biodiversity of natural heritage systems, should be maintained, restored or, where possible, improved,
recognizing linkages between and among natural heritage features and areas, surface water features and
ground water features;



2.1.3 Development and site alteration shall not be permitted in:



a)

significant habitat of endangered species and threatened species;

b)

significant wetlands in Ecoregions 5E, 6E and 7E; and,

c)

significant coastal wetlands.

2.1.4 Unless it has been demonstrated that there will be no negative impacts on the natural features or their
ecological functions, development and site alteration shall not be permitted in:
a)

significant wetlands in the Canadian Shield north of Ecoregions 5E, 6E and 7E;

b)

significant woodlands south and east of the Canadian Shield;

c)

significant valleylands south and east of the Canadian Shield;

d)

significant wildlife habitat; and,

e)

significant areas of natural and scientific interest.



2.1.5 Development and site alteration shall not be permitted in fish habitat except in accordance with
provincial and federal requirements;



2.1.6 Development and site alteration shall not be permitted on adjacent lands to the natural heritage
features and areas identified in policies 2.1.3, 2.1.4 and 2.1.5 unless the ecological function of the adjacent
lands has been evaluated and it has been demonstrated that there will be no negative impacts on the
natural features or on their ecological functions; and,



2.1.7 Nothing in policy 2.1 is intended to limit the ability of existing agricultural uses to continue.
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2.2

Aggregate Resources Act

Applicants are, under the Aggregate Resources Act (ARA) Provincial Standards (MNR 1997), required to
prepare a Natural Environment Level 1 Technical Report. Where significant natural environment features occur
on, or in proximity to (i.e., within 120 m or within the maximum limit of groundwater influence), the proposed
operation, prepare a Natural Environment Level 2 Technical Report, identifying the following:



The features and functions of the designated natural environment feature(s);



The nature of the potential negative impacts of the extraction operation on those features;



The proposed mitigation of those effects; and,



The nature and magnitude of any residual effects (MNR 1997).

Significant natural heritage features are defined in the PPS (MMAH 2005) with guidance from supporting
technical manuals prepared by the Ministry of Natural Resources (MNR 2000a; 2000b; 2010). As well, the
proposed post-extraction rehabilitation, and any specifics, are identified and discussed in the Natural
Environment Level 1 and 2 Technical Reports.

2.3
2.3.1

Species at Risk
Species at Risk Act (SARA)

At the federal level, Species at Risk (SAR) designations for species occurring in Canada are initially determined
by the Committee on the Status of Endangered Wildlife in Canada (COSEWIC). If approved by the federal
Minister of the Environment, species are added to the federal List of Wildlife Species at Risk (Canada 2002).
Species that are included on Schedule 1 as endangered or threatened are afforded protection of critical habitat
on federal lands under the Species at Risk Act (SARA). On private or provincially-owned lands, only aquatic
species listed as endangered, threatened or extirpated and migratory birds are protected under SARA, unless
ordered by the Governor in Council.

2.3.2

Endangered Species Act (ESA)

Species at risk designations for species in Ontario are initially determined by the Committee on the Status of
Species at Risk in Ontario (COSSARO), and if approved by the provincial Minister of Natural Resources, species
are added to the provincial Endangered Species Act (ESA) which came into effect June 30, 2008 (Ontario 2007).
The legislation prohibits the killing or harming of species identified as ‘endangered’ or ‘threatened’ in the various
schedules to the Act. As of June 30, 2013, the ESA provides general habitat protection to all species listed as
threatened or endangered.

2.4

City of Ottawa

Proponents are required, under the City of Ottawa’s Official Plan (OP), to prepare an EIS which documents the
occurrence of significant natural heritage features in the proposed development area (Ottawa 2003). The
policies in the OP address both natural features as well as natural functions. The EIS must conform to the City
guidelines (Ottawa 2012).
The site is currently zoned Mineral Aggregate Reserve (MR), but requires re-zoning to Mineral Extraction (ME)
(Schedule A). The site is designated as Limestone Resource Area (Schedule A).
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Fifty metres (50 m) to the west of the western extent of the Limit of Extraction is the Huntley Wetland Complex
(Huntley Wetland), designated Significant Wetland on Schedule A. Huntley Wetland controls and stores surface
water to assist in flood control, acts as sediment traps to improve water quality, provides habitat for a wide
variety of plant and animal species and may serve as recharge areas for groundwater resources. No
development or site alteration is permitted within Significant Wetlands. Development within 120 m of the
boundary of the significant wetland is not permitted unless an EIS demonstrates that there will be no negative
impacts on the wetland or its ecological function.

2.5

Conservation Authorities

The site is located within the jurisdiction of both the Rideau Valley Conservation Authority (RVCA) and
Mississippi Valley Conservation Authority (MVC). Although both agencies were consulted for this assessment, it
was determined that RVCA will be the commenting agency.

2.5.1

Rideau Valley Conservation Authority (RVCA)

The Rideau Valley Conservation Authority (RVCA) is the governing body which regulates flood potential and
natural heritage features in the Rideau Valley Watershed (Ontario 2006a). RVCA maintains wetland mapping in
conjunction with the City of Ottawa and the MNR and assigns Natural Heritage and Natural Hazard related
boundaries as defined under the PPS. RVCA also conducts fish habitat reviews under agreements with
Fisheries and Oceans Canada (DFO).
Based on communications with RVCA, the site does not lie within a regulated limit, nor are there areas of flood
potential.

2.5.2

Mississippi Valley Conservation (MVC)

The Mississippi Valley Conservation (MVC) regulates flood potential and natural heritage features in the
Mississippi River watershed (Ontario 2006b). Like RVCA, MVC maintains wetland mapping in conjunction with
the City of Ottawa and the MNR and assigns Natural Heritage and Natural Hazard related boundaries as defined
under the PPS. MVC also conducts Fisheries Act reviews under agreements with DFO.
The MVC regulates the Huntley Wetland Complex located on the western portion of the site.
Based on communications with MVC, the site does not lie within a regulated limit, nor are there areas of flood
potential.
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3.0

DESCRIPTION OF PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT

The total area of the site to be licensed is approximately 53.1 ha with a proposed extraction area of
approximately 45 ha.
The proposed limit of extraction was reduced (as compared to the Licensed Area) to accommodate setbacks
from Huntley Wetland and regulatory setback requirements under the ARA. The proposed extraction limit was
established through consideration of key ecological features and functions, land designations, as well as
economic considerations (Figure 2). Extraction setbacks are planned as follows: 30 m along the southeast side
of the Limit of Extraction to isolate operations from the Trans-Canada Trail and 50 m from the Huntley Wetland
to the west. The proposed extraction on Henderson II will have a common boundary with Henderson I to the
northeast. Cavanagh also owns the lands to the southwest of the Licensed Area.
Aggregate extraction will begin in the northeast corner, adjacent to the Henderson I Quarry and proceed to the
south and southwest. It is anticipated that for a period of time, both quarries will be operated simultaneously.
Similar to Henderson I, Henderson II will be developed in three lifts, which may operate simultaneously
depending on required rock quality and market demand.
The proposed quarry depth is 32 metres below ground surface (mbgs) at the eastern corner of the property. The
depth of the quarry along the boundary adjacent to the wetland will be approximately 23 mbgs. The anticipated
lowest quarry floor elevation will be 112 metres above sea level (masl).
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4.0
4.1

METHODS
Background Review

The investigation of existing conditions within the ARA Study Area included a background information search
and literature review to gather data about the local area and provide context for the evaluation of the natural
features.
As part of the background review, a number of resources were used to evaluate the existing conditions on the
ARA Study Area including:



Natural Heritage Information Centre (NHIC) Biodiversity Explorer database maintained by the Ontario
Ministry of Natural Resources (MNR) (MNR 2013a);















Land Information Ontario geospatial data (MNR 2011a);
Breeding Bird Atlas of Ontario (OBBA) (Cadman, et al. 2007);
Atlas of the Mammals of Ontario (Dobbyn 1994);
Ontario Herpetofaunal Atlas (Oldham and Weller 2000);
Ontario Odonata Atlas (MNR 2005);
Royal Ontario Museum (ROM) range maps (ROM 2010);
Bat Conservation International (BCI) range maps (BCI 2013);
City of Ottawa OP (2003);
Jock River Subwatershed Report (RVCA 2010);
Carp River Watershed/Subwatershed Study (Robinson, et al. 2004);
Rideau Valley Conservation Authority (URL: http://www.rvca.ca/);
Mississippi Valley Conservation Authority (http://www.mvc.on.ca/); and,
High resolution orthophotography.

To develop an understanding of the drainage patterns, ecological communities and potential natural heritage
features that may be affected by the aggregate extraction, MNR Natural Resources and Values Information
System (NRVIS) data were used to create base layer mapping for the ARA Study Area. A geographic query of
the NHIC database (Biodiversity Explorer) was conducted to identify element occurrences of any natural heritage
features, including wetlands, Areas of Natural and Scientific Interest (ANSIs), life science sites, rare vegetation
communities, rare, threatened or endangered species and other natural heritage designations within 2 km of
the site.

4.2

Screening for Species at Risk (SAR)

Species at Risk (SAR) considered for this report include those species listed in the ESA and SARA, as well as
species ranked S1-S3 (NHIC) and regionally rare species. An assessment was conducted to determine which
SAR had potential habitat in the ARA Study Area. A screening of all SAR which have the potential to be found in
the vicinity of the ARA Study Area was conducted first as a desktop exercise, using the sources listed in
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Section 4.1. Species with geographic ranges overlapping the ARA Study Area, or recent occurrence records in
the vicinity, were screened by comparing their habitat requirements to habitat conditions in the ARA Study Area.
The probability for the species to occur was determined through a probability of occurrence. A ranking of low
indicates no suitable habitat availability for that species in ARA Study Area, and no specimens identified. Moderate
probability indicates more potential for the species to occur, as suitable habitat appeared to be present in the ARA
Study Area, but no occurrence of the species recorded. High probability indicates a known species record in the
ARA Study Area (including during field surveys or background data review), and good quality habitat is present.
During field surveys, suitable habitats for all SAR identified through the desktop screening were searched for,
and signs of individuals were recorded. If the potential for the species to occur in the ARA Study Area was
moderate or high, the screening was refined based on field investigations (i.e., habitat assessment) and/or
species-specific surveys.

4.3

Field Surveys

The habitats and communities on the Licensed Area were characterized through field surveys. The following
sections outline the methods used for each of the field surveys in the ARA Study Area. During all surveys, area
searches were conducted and additional incidental wildlife, plant, and habitat observations were recorded.
Searches were also conducted to document the presence or absence of suitable habitat, based on habitat
preferences, for those species identified in the desktop SAR screening described above. The dates when all
surveys were conducted are included in Table 1.
Table 1: Summary of Natural Environment Field Surveys in the ARA Study Area
Year

2008

2009

2012

Date

Type of Survey

April 18

Nocturnal amphibian survey

April 28, June 26

Crepuscular/nocturnal breeding bird survey

July 9

Breeding bird survey

October 9, 10

Aquatic habitat, fisheries surveys

May 15, June 11, August 25

Herpetile, avian and mammal area search/visual
encounter surveys

May 15, July 10, August 25

Ecological Land Classification and vegetation survey

June 10, August 25

Aquatic habitat, fisheries surveys

July 10

Wetland boundary survey and vegetation survey

July 6

Herpetile, avian and mammal area search/visual
encounter survey. Butterfly and dragonfly surveys.
Breeding bird survey

May 2, May 24, June 19

Nocturnal amphibian survey

May 2, May 24, June 19

Crepuscular/nocturnal breeding bird survey

July 6

Confirmation of aquatic habitat, Ecological Land
Classification and vegetation survey
Breeding bird survey

June 7
2013
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4.3.1

Ecological Land Classification and Habitat Assessment

Vegetation communities on the site were first delineated at a desktop level using high-resolution aerial imagery,
then ground-truthed in the field using the Ecological Land Classification (ELC) system for Southern Ontario
(Lee et al. 1998; Lee 2008). The inventories were carried out by systematically traversing the ARA Study Area
(including Huntley Wetland within 120 m of the proposed extraction area) to ensure a thorough survey of species
and communities. During field surveys, information on plant community structure and composition, and soils
was recorded in order to better define and refine the plant community polygons. Based on the ELC polygons,
habitats for other species, particularly SAR, that were considered to have a moderate or high potential to be
found on the site, were searched for and suitability was assessed.

4.3.2

Wetland Surveys

The boundary for the portion of the Huntley Wetland adjacent to the site was defined, by Golder, using the
Ontario Wetland Evaluation System (OWES) southern manual (MNR 2013b). Criteria as set out in OWES, such
as the 50% wetland vegetation rule, wetland indicator plants and Wetness Index values (Oldham, et al. 1995)
were combined with field observations and aerial photograph interpretation to define and refine the boundary
and determine appropriate setbacks. Although the boundary of the wetland extends well beyond the limits of the
proposed Henderson II Quarry, an assessment of only the portion of the wetland boundary adjacent to the
proposed quarry expansion, where potential impacts may occur, was deemed necessary.

4.3.3

Vegetation Surveys

Vegetation surveys included area searches in all naturally-occurring habitats on-site and in the adjacent Huntley
Wetland. Incidental observations during all other field surveys were also recorded.
The searches were conducted by systematically walking through all habitats, in a meandering fashion, on the
site, generally paralleling the principal (long) axis of a natural area, where feasible, and ensuring that the full
width of the area was examined. Lists of all plant species identified during any of the surveys were compiled.
Common and scientific nomenclature of plant species in this report follows Newmaster et al. (1998).

4.3.4

Breeding Bird Surveys

Breeding bird point count surveys were conducted at six stations in 2008 and seven stations in 2012 and 2013
for songbirds and other diurnal birds (Figure 2). Surveys followed protocols from the Canadian Breeding Bird
Survey (Downes and Collins 2003), and the OBBA (Cadman et al. 2007). Point count stations were established
in representative habitats found within the ARA Study Area and were spaced a minimum of 250 m apart
(Figure 2). Habitat types surveyed included cultural meadows, cultural thickets, field edges, and the edge of
wetland communities. Surveys were conducted between 30 minutes before sunrise and 10:00 am to encompass
the period of maximum bird song.
Each station consisted of a circle with a 100 m radius from the centre point (where the observer stands), and
each point count was 10 minutes in duration, and was separated into survey windows of 0-3, 3-5, and
5-10 minutes. All birds seen or heard were noted on pre-printed datasheets and observations were made
regarding sex, age and notable behaviour, when possible. Birds heard or seen outside of the 100 m radius were
also noted using methods from the OBBA, including estimated distance (where possible).
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Eastern Meadowlark and Bobolink
Because the MNR flagged grassland birds such as eastern meadowlark and bobolink as species of concern on
the site, and because there was a record of eastern meadowlark from 2008, a habitat assessment was
conducted in 2012.
Eastern meadowlark and bobolink surveys were conducted in 2012 and 2013
generally following MNR protocols, with the exception of only two surveys being conducted rather than three
(MNR 2011b).

Crepuscular and Nocturnal Bird Surveys
Bird point count surveys for crepuscular and nocturnal birds were conducted at dusk, in the night, and pre-dawn
in 2008 and 2013. Additional observations for these species were also recorded during all other surveys at the
appropriate times. Protocols followed for these surveys included the following:



Nightjar – National Audubon Society (Hunt unknown date);



Eastern whip-poor-will – Bird Studies Canada (2013);



Nocturnal owl – Bird Studies Canada, Ontario (2003); and,



Chimney swift – SwiftWatch, Bird Studies Canada (2009).

4.3.5

Mammal Surveys

Mammal surveys included track and sign surveys, area searches in selected habitats, and incidental
observations.
The full range of habitats across the site was searched, with special attention paid to edge habitats and other
areas where mammals might be active. Areas of exposed substrate such as sand or mud were located and
examined for any visible tracks. Any mammals seen and identified were recorded. When encountered, tracks
and other signs (e.g., tracks, scats, hair, tree scrapes, etc.) were identified to species, if possible, and recorded.

4.3.6

Butterfly and Dragonfly Surveys

Terrestrial insect surveys consisted of area searches in various habitats as well as incidental observations during
other surveys. All dragonflies and butterflies that could be identified were recorded. All identifications were
made in the field using close-focus binoculars and butterfly nets.
In addition to area searches for specimens, searches for the primary food plants of any insect at risk (e.g. milkweed
- Asclepias spp. for monarch butterfly - Danaus plexippus) were completed, notes on their general distributions
were made, and locations of any particular concentrations were noted in the areas that were examined.

4.3.7

Herpetofaunal Surveys

All observations of reptiles and amphibian species during all field surveys were recorded, where applicable.

Amphibians
Calling amphibians (frogs and toads) were surveyed after sunset and before midnight using standard methods
(Konze and McLaren 1997) at four stations in the ARA Study Area (Figure 2) in 2008 and 2013.
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Reptiles
Blanding’s turtle nesting surveys were conducted in 2013 following MNR protocols (MNR 2013c). High powered
flashlights were used to visually scan rock barren or sandy gravelly areas that are suitable for turtle nesting
between the hours of 19:30 and 23:15.
Area searches for possible nesting and basking turtles and snakes as well as turtle and snake habitat (with a
focus on SAR) were conducted in 2008, 2009 and 2013. All suitable habitats for reptiles were searched
(e.g., flipping logs and other types of cover objects, observations in piles of rocks) and all reptiles and
amphibians observed were identified and recorded.

4.3.8

Fish and Fish Habitat

A fish sampling program was conducted in the ARA Study Area, and an assessment of fish habitat was
completed. Timing of aquatic surveys is shown in Table 1. Fisheries Station 1 is located north of the settling
pond, just south of Highway 7. Fisheries Station 2 is located south of the settling pond on the site (Figure 2).
Minnow traps and hand and dip netting were used to sample fish in 2008, and an aquatic habitat assessment
was conducted in 2009. Aquatic habitat was confirmed in 2013. Visual observations as well as dip netting were
used for fish species identification during the habitat assessment. Surface water chemistry parameters were
recorded using a dissolved oxygen meter (YSI DO550) and Oakton pen testers (Conductivity ECTEST11 and pH
phTestr30).

4.4

Analysis of Significance and Sensitivity

An assessment was conducted to determine the significance and sensitivity of designated features as well as
significant species observed on-site or determined to have potential to exist on-site as inferred from the SAR
screening. An impact assessment was conducted for significant natural heritage features likely to be affected by
the proposed extraction. Inherent mitigation and rehabilitation were considered in determining net effects of
proposed extraction on the site and surrounding ecosystem
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5.0
5.1

EXISTING CONDITIONS
Ecosystem Setting

The site is located in a rural setting with a combination of agricultural, aggregate resource, and residential land
uses dominating the landscape. Natural areas and features are well represented in the area including,
deciduous, coniferous, and mixed forests, as well as wetland communities. Several aggregate extraction
operations are located in the area, including below water table operations. The most significant natural heritage
feature in the vicinity of the proposed extraction area is Huntley Wetland.
The site is located approximately 6.5 km southwest of Stittsville, Ontario near the northwest border of the
Jock River and Carp River watersheds on the south side of Highway 7.
The Carp River watershed is located in the northwest portion of the City of Ottawa, in the former municipalities of
West Carleton, Kanata, and Goulbourn and eventually empties into the Ottawa River at Fitzroy Harbour.
2
The watershed drains approximately 306 km of land. The four main tributaries that feed the Carp River
are Corkery Creek, Huntley Creek, Feedmill Creek, and Poole Creek. Land use within the watershed is
predominately rural, with only about 10% of the area urban. Most of the urban areas are located in the
headwaters (Robinson, et al. 2004).
2

Jock River watershed drains 555 km of land and includes 75 km of the Jock River. The watershed originates in
wetland areas of Beckwith and Montague townships near Franktown, and extends through agricultural lands in
the former municipalities of Goulbourn and Nepean, and through Barrhaven, in the south of Ottawa, to the
Rideau River, north of Manotick. Tributaries to the Jock River include Flowing Creek, Hobbs Drain, Jinkinson
Drain, Kings Creek, Leamy Creek, Monahan Drain and Nichols Creek. Wetland areas make up a significant
portion of the Jock River watershed due to its relatively flat topography, surrounding geology and resulting high
water tables. The site also lies within the Jinkinson Drain catchment area (RVCA 2010).
The site is located in the Mixedwood Plains Ecozone, which is underlain by limestone, sandstone and shale
bedrock. A variety of landforms and surface deposits such as moraines and glaciofluvial deposits occur in this
ecozone. Mixed and deciduous forests, alvars and tall-grass prairies comprise the main vegetation communities
that grow here. Much of the wetland area that historically occurred in this ecozone has been destroyed during
conversion to urban, agricultural and industry land uses. This area is diverse in both plant and animal species
and provides habitat for many species at risk in the province.

5.2

Regional Context

The site is located in Ecoregion 6E, where the majority of land use is cropland or pasture (57%) and 30% is
forested. Dominant tree species include sugar maple (Acer saccharum), American beech (Fagus grandifolia),
white ash (Fraxinus americana), red maple (Acer rubrum), eastern white cedar (Thuja occidentalis) and green
ash (Fraxinus pennsylvanica) (Crins, et al. 2009).
The ecoregion is characterized by warm summers and cold winters. The mean annual temperature for the
o
o
ecoregion is approximately 5 C; the mean summer temperature is 16.5 C and the mean winter temperature is
o
-7 C. The mean annual precipitation ranges from 800-1000 mm.
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5.2.1

Terrain

The site is located in the Smiths Falls Limestone Plains Physiographic Region (Chapman and Putnam 1984).
This physiographic region is characterized by shallow soils overlying relatively flat lying limestone or dolostone
bedrock. The area is generally flat with a slight dip to the northeast. Many parts of the area are poorly drained
as evident by the occurrence of several wetlands throughout the region.

5.3

Geology and Hydrogeology

Published information (Belanger 2001) indicates the surficial geology within the area surrounding the ARA Study
Area consists primarily of bedrock with thin unconsolidated Quaternary sediments, nearshore sediments (gravel,
sand, and coarser material) or organic deposits. The organic deposits are primarily composed of muck and
peat. The overburden deposits range in thickness from zero to four metres. The typical sediment overlying the
bedrock at the quarry site is a sandy silt/silty sand (glacial till). The till ranges in thickness from zero to two
metres and is typically overlain by silty sand and/or peat (Golder 2013).
The water table elevation across the site is at approximately 133.5 metres above sea level (masl) and ranges in
depth from 2.5 to 9 m below ground surface from west to east. Generally, recharging conditions are observed at
monitoring wells with multiple depth intervals. Near-surface groundwater flows east to west towards the Huntley
Wetland. The Huntley Wetland, located to the west of the property is likely the expression of the water table at
surface as the ground surface drops below the water table elevation which indicates that the Huntley Wetland is
at least partially groundwater fed (Golder 2013).
The sequence of Paleozoic sedimentary rock underlying the site (from oldest to youngest and deepest to
shallowest) is Nepean Formation (sandstone), March Formation (sandstone/dolostone), Oxford Formation
(dolostone), Rockcliffe Formation (limestone/sandstone/shale), Shadow Lake Formation (dolostone/sandstone),
Gull River Formation (limestone/dolostone/shale ) and Bobcaygeon Formation (limestone).
The bedrock of the area immediately surrounding the Henderson II Quarry is mapped as the Gull River
Formation at surface and the Bobcaygeon Formation is mapped at surface to the west/northwest of the
proposed quarry site on the western side of Huntley Wetland (Belanger 2001).
Extensive deposits of coarse and permeable overburden, capable of supplying sufficient quantities of
groundwater for domestic use, are not prevalent in the vicinity of the ARA Study Area. For this reason, the
bedrock aquifers (Nepean, March and Oxford) are considered the principal aquifers for water supply.

5.4

Surface Water Resources

Although there are no naturally occurring surface water features on the site, there are a number of small
streams, channels and areas of open water in the ARA Study Area, generally associated with the lands adjacent
to the Huntley Wetland and along Highway 7. Two permanent channels have been constructed on the site to
direct drainage from an effluent discharge settling pond in the extraction limit into Huntley Wetland (Figure 2).
This settling pond currently receives pumped discharge from the Henderson I Quarry, and will also receive
pumped discharge from Henderson II. One channel flows towards the north of the proposed extraction area and
then to the wetland, and the other towards the south of the proposed extraction area and then to the wetland
(Figure 2). There is a surface water divide in the Huntley Wetland, and water flows from the wetland to the north
(to Carp River) and south (to Jock River) depending on changing conditions in the wetland (i.e., beaver activity,
rainfall, vegetation composition, etc.). Although the settling pond and the two constructed channels are located
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on the site, there is no intention of removing them, as they will continue to function to receive pumped discharge
and direct it to Huntley Wetland to maintain surface water levels.

5.5

Vegetation

Overall, the site consists of open areas (meadows and fields) with a disturbance history and immature forest.

5.5.1

Plant Communities

Through the field surveys conducted, it was determined that there are two vegetation communities on the site
based on the ELC system (Lee et al. 1998; 2008). These communities are shown on Figure 2 and are briefly
summarized in Table 2. The boundary of the dry-moist cultural meadow-cultural thicket complex ELC
community corresponds with the extraction limit. Both vegetation community types on the site are common and
widespread in Ontario. Since these communities are cultural and have a recent history of disturbance, they are
difficult to classify and are therefore not given provincial rarity rankings (SRANKs). Representative photos of the
vegetation communities and habitats on the site are included in Appendix A.
Table 2: Vegetation Communities on the Site
Unit
DIST - Disturbed

CUM1-1 Mixed
Cultural Meadow-

FOD 3-1 Dry to Fresh
Trembling Aspen
Sapling Deciduous
Forest

Description
These areas are characterized by sparse to no vegetation, such as
aggregate stock pile areas and disturbed soil patches found throughout
the site.
This area has a disturbance history in the past decade, and is made up of
meadow with occasional patches of shrubs throughout. Open field areas
are made up primarily of plants typical to old fields including forbs such
as Canada thistle (Cirsium arvense) and Canada goldenrod (Solidago
canadensis), as well as graminoids such as Timothy (Phleum pratense)
and Kentucky blue grass (Poa palustris). Scattered shrubs include
species such as red raspberry (Rubus idaeus), and common buckthorn
(Rhamnus cathartica).
This area has been recently grown up with dense areas of sapling
trembling aspen (Populus tremuloides). Trees are very young, and
densely spaced, with few other plants occurring.

SRANK
N/A

N/A

N/A

n/a – SRANK (provincial rarity ranking) not assigned for these vegetation communities

5.5.2

Huntley Wetland Complex PSW

The boundary of the provincially significant Huntley Wetland Provincially Significant Wetland Complex
(Huntley Wetland) is located 50 m from the western extent of the Limit of Extraction (Figure 2). The Huntley
Wetland is 342.3 ha in size and is made up of four wetland types. Swamp is the dominant type (75.6%) followed
by marsh (14.1%), bog (10%), and fen (0.3%). Swamp communities range in dominant life forms from tall
shrubs, to deciduous and coniferous trees. There are a total of 33 different communities identified and dominant
species include: speckled alder (Alnus incana), willows (Salix spp.), white cedar (Thuja occidentalis), and black
ash (Fraxinus nigra). Marsh communities range in dominant life forms from narrow emergents and robust
emergents to submergents and forbs with a total of 17 different communities identified. Dominant species
include: sedges (Carex spp., Scirpus spp.), cattails (Typha spp.), grasses such as Canada bluejoint
(Calamagrostis canadensis), and pondweeds (Potamogeton spp.). Bog and fen communities range in dominant
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life forms from tall and low shrubs to coniferous trees. There are two different communities of each and
dominant species include: tamarack (Larix laricina), white cedar, alder-leaved buckthorn (Rhamnus alnifolia),
Labrador tea (Ledum groenlandicum), sedges (in the fen communities), and sphagnum moss (Sphagnum spp.)
(Atkinson and Huizer 1988).

5.5.3

Vascular Plants

Although Golder conducted a number of botanical surveys in the Huntley Wetland to confirm the plant
communities described by Atkinson and Huizer (1988), the majority of surveys were restricted to the area of the
wetland that is located within the ARA Study Area .
This narrow area includes primarily Cattail Mineral Shallow Marsh, with scattered inclusions of thicket swamps,
which is contiguous with the greater Huntley Wetland area to the west. This area shows evidence of a
disturbance history. Common cattail is dominant throughout with other species including: sedges and grasses,
forbs such as boneset (Eupatorium perfoliatum) and purple loosestrife (Lythrum salicaria), as well as scattered
shrubs and small trees such as willows (Salix spp.), red osier dogwood (Cornus stolonifera), and balsam poplar
(Populus balsamifera). Small channels and depressions that flood during periods of high water occur
throughout. Being on the outer eastern edge of the Huntley Wetland, this area shows evidence of some
influence from the surrounding disturbed areas (e.g. patches of waste area plants). Waste area plants are those
that occur in abandoned agricultural, residential and industrial areas, generally with dry hard-packed soil.
A total of 123 vascular plant species were recorded during the botanical inventories completed in the ARA Study
Area (Appendix B). Of these, 94 were found on the site, and 75 were found in the 120 metre area beyond the
Licensed Area (in the Huntley Wetland). Generally, species with a higher coefficient of conservatism value (CC)
occurred in the Huntley Wetland, and the greatest proportion of non-native species was associated with the
cultural communities on the site.

5.5.4

Significant and Sensitive Species

None of the plant communities on the site have been assigned SRANKs. All species have an SRANK of S4 or
S5 with the majority having an SRANK of S5, or very common and demonstrably secure (Appendix B). None of
the vascular plant species identified in the ARA Study Area are sensitive or considered rare nationally or
provincially (Cuddy 1991). None of the plant species observed are considered significant regionally or locally
(Brunton 2005). None of the plant species identified in the desktop SAR screening as having ranges which
overlap the ARA Study Area were found during the botanical, or other, field surveys (Appendix C).

5.6

Wildlife

A complete list of wildlife species observed in the ARA Study Area is provided in Appendix D.

5.6.1
Herpetofaunal Surveys
Amphibians
Six amphibian species were observed during the call-count surveys (Appendix D). Although calling intensity was
comparable at all survey stations, all calls were from within the Huntley Wetland, and none were on the site.
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Reptiles
During Blanding’s turtle nesting surveys, one painted turtle (Chrysemys picta marginata) was observed.
In both 2009 and 2013, eastern garter snakes (Thamnophis sirtalis sirtalis) were observed basking on the
ground on a bare patch of soil on the site.

5.6.2

Breeding Bird Surveys

Overall, 39 bird species were observed during surveys (Appendix D). The majority of these were recorded
during the breeding bird point count surveys. The most common species observed were savannah sparrow
(Passerculus sandwichensis), song sparrow (Melospiza melodia) and common yellowthroat (Geothlypis trichas)

Eastern meadowlark and Bobolink Surveys
Eastern meadowlark was observed during surveys in 2008, but not in 2013 (Appendix D). Based on the 2013
survey and habitat assessments, it was determined that there is no suitable habitat for grassland birds such as
eastern meadowlark and bobolink in the ARA Study Area.

Nocturnal and Crepuscular Bird Surveys
During the nocturnal and crepuscular bird surveys, only American woodcock (Scolopax minor) and Wilson’s
snipe (Gallinago gallinago) were observed (Appendix D).

5.6.3

Butterfly and Dragonfly Surveys

Eleven odonates (Eight species of butterflies and three species dragonflies) were recorded during 2008, 2009
and 2013 field surveys (Appendix D).

5.6.4

Mammal Surveys

Six species of mammals were observed through sight or distinctive signs in the ARA Study Area (Appendix D).

5.6.5
Significant and Sensitive Species
Herpetofauna
Amphibians
Western chorus frog (Pseudacris triseriata), designated as threatened under SARA, but not listed under the
ESA, was observed during the amphibian call surveys in 2013, but not in 2008. This species was observed in
Huntley Wetland, within 100 m of the site. Although this species was identified in the ARA Study Area, it was not
observed on the site itself. Because western chorus frog was observed in the ARA Study Area, it is carried
forward into the impact assessment (Section 6.7.4).

Reptiles
No reptile species, designated as threatened or endangered under the ESA, were identified during any of the
field surveys.
Habitat found within the ARA Study Area, but not on the site, can be considered suitable for Blanding’s turtle
(in Huntley Wetland and within the ARA Study Area). Because there is suitable habitat for Blanding’s in the ARA
Study Area, it is carried forward into the discussion of significant natural heritage features (Section 6.2).
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Milksnake (Lampropeltis triangulum), designated special concern under the ESA, was identified as having
moderate potential to be found in the ARA Study Area (Appendix C). Milksnake is found in a wide variety of
habitat types, including heavily forested areas and rural areas with buildings such as barns, sheds, houses and
particularly old structures (COSEWIC 2002). The open areas on the site and the natural areas associated with
Huntley Wetland, in the ARA Study Area, may provide suitable habitat for milksnake. Although no individuals
were observed during any of the surveys, because there is suitable habitat for milksnake in the ARA Study Area,
it is carried forward into the discussion of significant natural heritage features (Section 6.7.4).
Eastern ribbonsnake (Thamnophis sauritius), designated special concern under the ESA, was identified as
having moderate potential to be found in the ARA Study Area (Appendix C). Eastern ribbonsnake is semiaquatic and is most frequently found along the edges of shallow ponds, streams, marshes, swamps, or bogs
bordered by dense vegetation that provides cover. There is potential suitable habitat for this species in the
Huntley Wetland, to the west of the site. Although no individuals were observed during any of the surveys,
because there is suitable habitat for eastern ribbonsnake in the ARA Study Area, it is carried forward into the
discussion of significant natural heritage features (Section 6.7.4).
Snapping turtle (Chelydra serpentina), designated special concern under the ESA, was identified as having
moderate potential to be found in the ARA Study Area (Appendix C). There is potential suitable habitat for this
species in Huntley Wetland, to the west of the site. Although no individuals were observed during any of the
surveys, because there is suitable habitat for snapping turtle in the ARA Study Area, it is carried forward into the
discussion of significant natural heritage features (Section 6.7.4).

Birds
No bird species, designated as threatened or endangered under the ESA were observed in 2013, nor was there
any habitat for SAR species identified in the ARA Study Area.

Bobolink and Eastern Meadowlark
Because neither bobolink nor eastern meadowlark were observed in 2013 and there is no suitable habitat in the
ARA Study Area, they are not carried forward into the discussion of significant natural heritage features.

Nocturnal/Crepuscular Species
No nocturnal or crepuscular species at risk that have ranges which overlap with the ARA Study Area (including
eastern whip-poor-will [Caprimulgus vociferous] or common nighthawk [Chordeiles minor]) were observed during
any of the field surveys.

Butterflies and Dragonflies
All of the butterfly and dragonfly species observed in the ARA Study Area are ranked S4S5 to S5 and G4G5 to
G5 and as such, are considered very common in Ontario and globally.
Monarch (Danaus plexippus), designated special concern under the ESA, was identified as having moderate
potential to be found in the ARA Study Area (Appendix C). No individual monarchs were observed in the ARA
Study Area during any of the surveys. Although common milkweed (Asclepias syriaca) plants were observed,
which could provide suitable habitat, there were no large concentrations of milkweed, and the habitat in the ARA
Study Area would not be considered good quality, or the best example of habitat within the region. Because of
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the low amount of good quality suitable habitat and because habitat for no individuals were observed, it is not
carried forward into the discussion of significant natural heritage features.

Mammals
None of the mammal species observed in the ARA Study Area are listed under the ESA.
designated S5 and G5, or very common and demonstrably secure provincially and globally.

5.7

They are all

Fish and Fish Habitat

The following fish species were observed at Fisheries Station 1, in 2008: finescale dace (Phoxinus neogaeus),
brassy minnow (Hybognathus hankinsoni), brook stickleback (Culaea inconstans), and central mudminnow
(Umbra limi). These are all common and secure fish species provincially and federally, and indicators of a warm
water system. Young-of-the-year brook stickleback were observed at Fisheries Stations 1 and 2 during the
August 2009 field visit. No other fish were observed at Fisheries Station 2. Aquatic habitats exist off-site in the
constructed channels that discharge to the wetland. Because the flow is intermittent in these channels, aquatic
habitats possess existing impacts, and on this basis unlikely to be important for rearing and feeding habitats for
the species observed.
The channels exhibited seasonal dynamics in their aquatic features, largely because of changing flows. During
surveys in 2009, the northern channel (Fisheries Station 1) was characterized by pool and flat habitats in June,
and pool and riffle habitats in August with a maximum depth of less than one metre (Table 3). The substrate
was dominated by compacted sand and clay, with small areas of organic material. Water velocity slowed near
the junction of the Highway 7 ditch where there were aquatic macrophytes which could provide instream cover.
The southern channel (Fisheries Station 2) was characterized by pool and riffle habitats in both June and August
with a maximum depth of less than one metre in the riffle. Water depth in the pool increased from less than one
metre to over four metres from June to August. The dominant substrate was sand, with cobble as the
subdominant (Table 4).
Observed changes to aquatic habitats generally appeared as transitions between pools, flats and riffles within a
segment, dependent on water level or flow. Pools, flats and riffles serve different purposes for fish and may
influence use of the available habitats by fish depending on hydraulic conditions. Between June and August of
2009, a section of the southern channel (Station 2) transitioned from a flat running section to a riffle section,
presumable due to changes in flow over that period.
In addition to seasonal impacts associated with intermittent flow, both on-site constructed channels had poorly
developed riparian areas in each of the monitoring years. An absence of well-developed overhanging vegetation
limits the amount of cover for fish in these channels. Instream cover is similarly absent as a result of submerged
features such as rocks, vegetation logs etc.
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Table 3: Channel Characteristics – Fisheries Station 1
June 10, 2009

Habitat Description
Pool

August 25, 2009
Flat

Pool

Riffle

% Area

10

90

10

90

Mean wetted depth (m)

0.8

0.1

0.3

0.1

Mean wetted width (m)

2.2

2.2

2.7

2.2

Mean bankfull depth (m)

0.55

0.35

0.55

0.35

Mean bankfull width (m)

4.0

3.6

4.0

3.6

Sand (80%) /
Silt (10%) /
Clay (10%)

Sand (80%) /
Silt (10%) /
Clay (10%)

Sand (40%) /
Silt (20%) /
Clay (40%)

Sand (40%) /
Silt (20%) /
Clay (40%)

Substrate

Table 4: Channel Characteristics – Fisheries Station 2
June 10, 2009

Habitat Description
Pool
% Area

August 25, 2009

Riffle

Pool

Riffle

90

10

90

10

Mean wetted depth (m)

0.37

0.3

4.1

0.9

Mean wetted width (m)

3.0

2.8

3.0

3.0

Mean bankfull depth (m)

1.0

0.6

1.0

0.6

Mean bankfull width (m)
Substrate

4.5

2.25

4.5

6.0

Sand (70%) /
Silt (5%) /
Clay (5%) /
Cobble (20%)

Sand (70%) /
Silt (5%) /
Clay (5%) /
Cobble (20%)

Sand (70%) /
Silt (5%) /
Clay (5%) /
Cobble (20%)

Sand (70%) /
Silt (5%) /
Clay (5%) /
Cobble (20%)

In situ water quality parameters were measured at both Fisheries Stations (Table 5). The water temperatures
confirm that the two channels are warmwater systems.
Table 5: Water Quality in the on-Site Channels (Measured on June 19 and August 25, 2009)
Station

Date

o

Temp ( C)

DO (mg/L)

pH

Cond (µs/cm)

Fisheries
Station 1

June

14.1

10.57

8.32

1060

August

23.7

9.62

8.01

930

Fisheries
Station 2

June

15.3

10.31

8.24

1060

August

23.9

9.16

7.95

820
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6.0

SIGNIFICANT NATURAL HERITAGE FEATURES

The following section provides a discussion of the significant natural heritage features in the ARA Study Area, as
defined in the PPS and the Natural Heritage Reference Manual (NHRM) (MNR 2010). All key natural heritage
features that have the potential to be impacted by the proposed extraction are discussed further in Section 7.0.

6.1

Significant Wetlands

A portion of the eastern boundary of the Provincially Significant Huntley Wetland Complex is approximately 50 m
from the Limit of Extraction.
Potential impacts to the Huntley Wetland from below water extraction, which may include an alteration to surface
or groundwater regimes, are discussed in Section 7.1.

6.2

Significant Habitat of Endangered or Threatened Species

The MNR designates “significant” or critical habitat that is necessary for the maintenance, survival, and/or recovery
of naturally occurring or reintroduced populations of endangered and threatened species, and where those areas of
occurrence are occupied or habitually occupied by the species during all or any part(s) of their life cycles.
Although no individuals were observed, Blanding’s turtle, threatened under the ESA, has suitable habitat in the
ARA Study Area in Huntley Wetland (but not in the proposed extraction area on the site).
There will be no direct disturbances to the Huntley Wetland associated with the proposed extraction activities.
However, a 50 m setback from the proposed extraction area will be maintained during operations. Potential
impacts to Blanding’s turtle habitat in Huntley Wetland include changes due to an alteration to the surface and
groundwater regimes. These impacts are discussed further in the impact analysis in Section 7.2.

6.3

Fish Habitat

To assess the implications of the federal Fisheries Act, fish habitat impacts are described in terms of direct, onsite habitat and indirect, off-site effects of the proposed extraction on remote habitat. Although there are no
naturally occurring watercourses in the ARA Study Area, it was determined during field surveys that the two
intermittent constructed channels on the site contain fish at the edge of the proposed extraction area. They likely
support marginal indirect fish habitat, when quarry dewatering is occurring. The constructed channels are
connected to intermittent drainage features associated with the Highway 7 ditches and poorly defined features in
the wetland. The possibility of potential effects from below water extraction may include an alteration to the local
groundwater conditions. Those potential impacts to fish habitat is provided in Section 7.3.

6.4

Significant Woodlands

Significant woodlands are defined and designated by the local planning authority (MNR 2010). General
guidelines for determining the significance of woodlands is provide in Section 2.4.2 of the City of Ottawa OP
(2003). According to the City of Ottawa, significant woodlands are defined as woodlands that combine all three
features listed below in a contiguous forested area:





Mature stand of trees 80 years of age or older;
Interior forest habitat located more than 100 m inside the edge of a forest patch; and,
Woodland adjacent to a surface water feature such as a river, stream, drain, pond or wetland, or any
groundwater feature including springs, seepage areas, or areas of groundwater upwelling.
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In addition, there are general guidelines for determining significance of woodlands in the NHRM for Policy 2.3 of
the PPS (MNR 2010). Criteria suggested by the NHRM for designating significant woodlands include woodland
size, shape, proximity to other woodlands or natural features, linkages, species diversity, uncommon
characteristics, and economic and social values. In the case of woodland size, the suggested criteria change
depending on the amount of forest cover in the planning area. For instance, where there is less than 5% forest
cover, it is suggested that woodlands 2 ha in area or larger should be evaluated for significance compared to
4 ha in areas with 5 to 15% forest cover, and 40 ha for areas with 15 to 30% forest cover.
The immature deciduous forest patch on the site does not meet the criteria for significance in either the City of
Ottawa or the NHRM, therefore no further analysis is warranted.

6.5

Significant Valleylands

Recommended criteria for designating significant valleylands under the PPS include prominence as a distinctive
landform, degree of naturalness, importance of its ecological functions, restoration potential, and historical and
cultural values. There are no significant valleylands in the ARA Study Area therefore, no further analysis is
warranted.

6.6

Significant Areas of Natural and Scientific Interest (ANSIs)

Areas of Natural and Scientific Interest (ANSIs) are designated by the province according to standardized
evaluation procedures. No ANSIs have been identified in the ARA Study Area and no further analysis is
warranted.

6.7

Significant Wildlife Habitat

Significant wildlife habitat is one of the more complicated natural heritage features to identify and evaluate. The
NHRM includes criteria and guidelines for designating significant wildlife habitat. There are two other
documents, the Significant Wildlife Habitat Technical Guide (SWHTG) and the Significant Wildlife Habitat
Decision Support System (SWHDSS) (MNR 2000a and 2000b), that can be used to help decide what areas and
features should be considered significant wildlife habitat. These documents were used as reference material for
this study. Significant wildlife habitat should be evaluated in the context of the entire planning authority’s
jurisdiction, and only the best examples are considered significant.
There are four general types of significant wildlife habitat: migration corridors, seasonal concentration areas, rare
or specialized habitats, and species of conservation concern. All types of significant wildlife habitat are
discussed below in relation to the ARA Study Area.

6.7.1

Seasonal Concentration Areas

Seasonal concentration areas are those where large numbers of a species congregate at one particular time of
the year. Examples include deer yards, amphibian breeding habitat, bird nesting colonies, bat hibernacula,
raptor roosts, and passerine migration concentrations. If a species is at risk, or if a large proportion of the
population may be lost if significant portions of the habitat are altered, all examples of certain seasonal
concentration areas may be designated.
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The SWHTG identifies 14 types of seasonal concentrations of animals that may be considered significant wildlife
habitat:



Winter deer yards;



Moose late winter habitat;



Colonial bird nesting sites;



Waterfowl stopover and staging areas;



Waterfowl nesting areas;



Shorebird migratory stopover areas;



Landbird migratory stopover areas;



Raptor winter feeding and roosting areas;



Wild turkey winter range;



Turkey vulture summer roosting areas;



Reptile hibernacula;



Bat hibernacula;



Bullfrog concentration areas; and,



Migratory butterfly stopover areas.

There have been no deer yards identified in the Study Area nor is there suitable moose late winter habitat
(conifer stands with a canopy closure of at least 60%, with most trees being at least 6 m tall).
There are no waterbodies or marshes in the ARA Study Area to provide suitable colonial bird nesting sites,
waterfowl stopover, staging or nesting areas. The ARA Study Area is not located in close enough proximity to
any of the Great Lakes to provide suitable shorebird or landbird migratory stopover areas.
Ideal raptor winter roosting areas are generally located in mature mixed or coniferous woodlands that abut
windswept fields that do not get covered by deep snow. There are no suitable areas in the ARA Study Area for
raptor winter feeding and roosting.
Suitable habitat for wild turkey includes a mix of forest and open land such as natural grassland or agriculture.
For wintering, wild turkeys tend to prefer large dense coniferous forests adjacent to open land and close to both
a food source and groundwater seeps. There is no suitable habitat for wild turkey in the ARA Study Area.
Field staff searched for reptile hibernacula and active reptiles in the ARA Study Area. There were no piles of
rocks, building foundations or similar structures in the ARA Study Area which would likely provide potential
hibernacula. In addition, there were no reptiles observed during the surveys to indicate that the ARA Study Area
is being used by a large number of individuals. There are no identified bat hibernacula, nor suitable habitat to be
used as hibernacula, in the ARA Study Area. There are no aquatic environments in the ARA Study Area that
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would be suitable as a bullfrog concentration area. In addition, bullfrog was not observed during any of the
surveys, nor was it identified through the SAR screening.
There is not suitable habitat in the ARA Study Area, or in the extended area where the predicted groundwater
level drawdown extends beyond the ARA Study Area to qualify as a migratory butterfly stopover area.
As no seasonal concentration areas have been identified in the ARA Study Area, no further analysis is
warranted.

6.7.2

Migration Corridors

The SWHTG defines animal movement corridors as elongated, naturally vegetated parts of the landscape used
by animals to move from one habitat to another. This is generally in response to different seasonal habitat
requirements. For example, trails used by deer to move to wintering areas or areas used by amphibians
between breeding and summer habitat. To qualify as significant wildlife habitat, these corridors would be a
critical link between habitats that are regularly used by wildlife.
The majority of the proposed extraction area consists of cultural meadows that have been subjected to repeated
forms of disturbance over the years. No important migration corridors have been identified through background
or field study on the site, therefore no further analysis is warranted.

6.7.3
6.7.3.1

Rare or Specialized Habitat
Rare Habitats

This category includes vegetation communities that are considered rare in the province. Generally, communities
assigned an SRANK of S1 to S3 (extremely rare to rare-uncommon) by the NHIC could qualify. It is assumed
that these habitats are at risk and that they are also more likely to support rare species and other features that
are considered significant.
Because all of the vegetation communities on the site are cultural and are not ranked, they are very common
and demonstrably secure in the province. No further analysis is warranted.

6.7.3.2

Specialized Habitats

Specialized habitats are microhabitats that provide a critical resource to some groups of wildlife. Examples
include salt licks for ungulates and groundwater seeps for wild turkeys.
The SWHTG defines 14 specialized habitats that may be considered significant wildlife habitat. They are:



Habitat for area-sensitive species;



Forests providing a high diversity of habitats;



Old-growth or mature forest stands;



Foraging areas with abundant mast;



Amphibian woodland breeding ponds;



Turtle nesting habitat;



Specialized raptor nesting habitat;
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Moose calving areas;



Moose aquatic feeding areas;



Mineral licks;



Mink, otter, marten, and fisher denning sites;



Highly diverse areas;



Cliffs; and,



Seeps and springs.

Of the specialized habitats indicated above, only habitat for area-sensitive species and turtle nesting habitat is
present in the ARA Study Area.
Through the field surveys, it was determined that there are a number of species of birds that could be identified
as area-sensitive. Thirteen of the bird species identified through surveys are considered area-sensitive
(Couturier 1999) and require varying amounts of uninterrupted habitat. These species are listed as forest
species, open area species, and marsh species, although the specific habitat requirement for each species is
more specific and varied than those classifications. The forest species identified include alder flycatcher
(Empidonax alnorum), Nashville warbler (Vermivora ruficapilla), northern waterthrush (Seirurus noveboracensis),
ovenbird (Seiurus aurocapillus), veery (Catharus fuscescens), and white-throated sparrow (Zonotrichia
albicollis). The open area species include clay-colored sparrow (Spizella pallida), eastern kingbird (Tyrannus
tyrannus), field sparrow (Spizella pusilla), savannah sparrow (Passerculus sandwichensis), and vesper sparrow
(Pooecetes gramineus). The marsh species include Wilson’s snipe (Gallinago delicata), and swamp sparrow
(Melospiza georgiana).
The majority of the forest and marsh species were recorded within the adjacent Huntley Wetland or within the
50 m setback from the Limit of Extraction. The open area species were primarily identified along the outer edge
of the site and within the ARA Study Area. The exception to this is white-throated sparrow and field sparrow,
which were found throughout the site. These two species are common in the immediate area and in the region,
and there is ample, good quality habitat in the vicinity of the site. In addition, it is expected through rehabilitation,
some suitable habitat for these two species will still be available on the site during, and following aggregate
extraction. This is supported by the fact that during the field surveys for this proposal, both of these species
were observed on territory in the licensed area of the adjacent existing Henderson I Quarry.
It is expected that there will be no effect on local or regional populations of the area-sensitive bird species as a
result of aggregate extraction in the proposed extraction area, therefore no further analysis is warranted.
Although there is no suitable habitat for Blanding’s turtle on the site, there is suitable turtle nesting habitat in the
adjacent Huntley Wetland and there have been records of Blanding’s in the area. Because there is potential for
Huntley Wetland to be affected by changes to the groundwater regime as a result of the proposed extraction,
Blanding’s turtle is carried forward for further evaluation in Section 7.2.
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6.7.4

Species of Conservation Concern

Habitat for Species of Conservation Concern includes four types of species: those that are rare, those whose
populations are significantly declining, those that have been identified as being at risk to certain common
activities, and those with relatively large populations in Ontario compared to the remainder of the globe.
Rare species are considered at five levels: globally rare, nationally rare, provincially rare, regionally rare (at the
site Region level); and locally rare (in the municipality or site District). This is also the order of priority that
should be attached to the importance of maintaining species. Some species have been identified as being
susceptible to certain practices, and their presence may result in an area being designated significant wildlife
habitat. Examples include species vulnerable to forest fragmentation and species such as woodland raptors that
may be vulnerable to forest management or human disturbance. The final group of species of conservation
concern includes species that have a high proportion of their global population in Ontario. Although they may be
common in Ontario, they are found in low numbers in other jurisdictions.
Four species of conservation concern, or their habitat, were identified in the ARA Study Area. Western chorus
frog (designated threatened under SARA) was observed in Huntley Wetland, and habitat for eastern
ribbonsnake, milksnake and snapping turtle (designated special concern under the ESA) was identified in the
Study Area.
As milksnake, eastern ribbonsnake and snapping turtle are designated as special concern under the ESA,
neither their habitat nor individuals are protected. No habitat for eastern ribbonsnake or snapping turtle was
identified on the site, but there is suitable habitat in the Study Area (in Huntley Wetland) for both species.
Because Huntley Wetland has the potential to be impacted by changes to the groundwater regime as a result of
the proposed extraction, potential impacts to eastern ribbonsnake and snapping turtle habitat are discussed
further in Section 7.4.
Western chorus frog was recorded during nocturnal amphibian surveys in 2013 in Huntley Wetland. There is no
suitable habitat for western chorus frog on the site, but there is suitable habitat in Huntley Wetland, within an
area that has potential to be impacted by changes to the groundwater regime as a result of the proposed
extraction. Potential impacts are discussed further in Section 7.4.
There is suitable habitat for milksnake on the site and within the ARA Study Area. During field surveys, no
suitable hibernacula or nesting areas were identified on the site, nor were any individuals recorded. Because
there will be no development or site alteration off-site, it is expected that there will be no negative effects on
milksnake habitat in the ARA Study Area. As a result, milksnake is not carried forward into the impact analysis.
However, to avoid any potential impact to milksnake, should it be in the area, mitigation measures will be
implemented. Further details are outlined in Section 8.2.2.

6.8

Area Where Predicted Groundwater Level Drawdown Extends
beyond the ARA Study Area

There are no significant natural heritage features in the area where the predicted groundwater level drawdown
extends beyond the ARA Study Area (to the east and southeast of the site). As such, no further analysis is
warranted.
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7.0

IMPACT ANALYSIS

Aggregate extraction on the site was assessed for potential direct and indirect effects on the natural
environment. Direct effects may include removal of on-site habitat or biota, changes in landform and surface
and groundwater flow. Indirect effects may include off-site water balance, ground-surface water interactions, etc.
The impacts of extraction are also placed in the context of the rehabilitation plan which was developed
proactively throughout this investigation.
The following provides a summary of the impact analysis on features/species carried forward from the screening
process. This impact analysis deals with features and functions that have the potential to be affected by the
proposed extraction. Further discussion is required to evaluate mitigation requirements and net effects.

7.1

Significant Wetlands

The provincially significant Huntley Wetland is located 50 m west of the Limit of Extraction (Figure 2). Potential
impacts on the Huntley Wetland include the effects to surface water and groundwater regimes associated with
aggregate operations and the effects of noise and dust on the ecology of the wetland. It is expected that these
effects can be mitigated by implementing a groundwater/surface water mitigation plan and by providing the 50 m
setback/buffer adjacent to the wetland boundary.
Based on the impact assessment in the Level 1 and Level 2 Hydrogeological and Hydrological Assessments
(Golder 2013) for full excavation of the proposed Henderson II Quarry, the maximum predicted drawdown in the
shallow bedrock beneath the wetland is approximately 2.5 m and the zone of influence extends to a distance of
approximately 40 m into Huntley Wetland. This increased to approximately 5 m in drawdown with a zone of
influence extending approximately 140 m into Huntley Wetland when extraction occurs in the deeper bedrock.
It is expected that during operations, the groundwater and surface water flows to the Huntley Wetland will be
maintained. Based on the post-extraction modelling conducted in the Hydrological Assessment (Golder 2013),
intercepted flows from the existing Henderson I and the proposed Henderson II Quarries will continue to be
discharged to the northern and southern catchments of the Huntley Wetland. As such, the net change in the
wetland water balance is expected to be negligible.
From the rehabilitated period onward, an increased evapotranspiration rate and decrease in groundwater inflow
will be expected as the proposed quarry will be filled with water to create a lake. Following rehabilitation of the
proposed quarry, generally, a minor decrease (relative to existing conditions) may be realized in the average
annual flow volume in the receiving drainage features due to increased lake evaporation; additional decreases or
increases may be realized in the average annual flow volume in the receiving drainage features due to
groundwater and surface water catchment area diversions (Golder 2013). It is predicted, based on the results of
the hydrogeological assessment and the existing conditions at Henderson I, that there will be no adverse
ecological effect on Huntley Wetland.
Currently, a vegetation survey is conducted every two years in Huntley Wetland to the west of the existing
Henderson I Quarry. To date, two surveys have been completed with one prior to operations at the Henderson I
Quarry and one in 2009. Generally it was found that there were similar wetland communities present before and
following operational activities at Henderson I Quarry. The twinning of Highway 7 may have led to more
standing water at the north end of the wetland due to a low roadside ditch or beaver activity north of Highway 7
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and subsequently a change in the extent of the wetland community on each side of the highway. All vegetation
communities remain dominated by wetlands (Muncaster Environmental Planning 2010).
A quarry lake will develop after extraction and operational pumping cease. The design of the quarry and lake will
include a water level slightly higher than those in the wetland. This will produce natural drainage toward the
wetland. Therefore, no long term effects are expected in the water balance or groundwater-surface water
relationships between the quarry site and the wetland.
To avoid other impacts to Huntley Wetland, such as dust migration, mitigation measures will be implemented
(Section 8.2.1).

7.2

Significant Habitat of Endangered and Threatened Species

Although there were no endangered and threatened species observed on site and no suitable habitat for ESA
listed species occurs within the site, there is suitable habitat for Blanding’s turtle in the adjacent Huntley
Wetland, in the broader ARA Study Area.
Based on the impact assessment in the Level 1 and 2 Hydrogeological and Hydrological Assessments
(Golder 2013), it is expected that proposed aggregate extraction on the site will have a negligible effect on water
levels. It is expected that because of the negligible change in water levels, there will also be no adverse effects
of the quality and quantity of Blanding’s turtle habitat in Huntley Wetland. The proposed aggregate extraction
will be set back 50 m from the Huntley Wetland and further reduce potential impacts. There will be no
development or site alteration within this setback.
Proactive mitigation to preclude turtles from entering the site, and other preventive measures to avoid impacts to
this species will be implemented. Details of the recommended mitigation measures are provided in Section 8.2.2.

7.3

Fish Habitat

A number of fish species have been identified in the two intermittent constructed channels, on the site. These
channels were established for the purpose of directing discharge from the existing Henderson Quarry I and will
also be used by the Henderson II proposed Quarry operations. Although the volume of discharge will increase
slightly on an annual basis, it is expected that the storm flows in the channels will decrease. Based on the
results of the Level 1 and 2 Hydrogeological and Hydrological Assessments (Golder 2013), it is also likely that
there will be a small increase in the average base flow in the discharge channels, and subsequently the wetland,
due to decreased evaporation of surface water and the capture, and discharge of groundwater in the quarry
excavation. It is unlikely that the small annual increase in flow will have a significant negative affect on the fish
habitat in these channels. Generally a small increase in streamflows and a small decrease in storm flows would
result in positive impacts on fish habitat, by improving habitat availability and reducing erosion potential.
In addition, there was no direct fish habitat identified in the portion of the Huntley Wetland in the ARA Study
Area. It is anticipated, based on the small changes to flow in the on-site constructed channels, that there will be
no impacts to fish habitat beyond the ARA Study Area in the Huntley Wetland. It is also expected that because
there will be negligible changes to surface water balance and the contribution of groundwater to Huntley
Wetland, fish habitat will not be affected.
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7.4

Species of Conservation Concern

Three species of conservation concern may have habitat in the ARA Study Area and have the potential to be
affected by any modifications to the Huntley Wetland. Western chorus frog, designated threatened under SARA,
but not listed under the ESA, was observed in the adjacent Huntley Wetland, in the ARA Study Area. Although
no individuals of either eastern ribbonsnake or snapping turtle were observed (listed as special concern under
the ESA), there is potential habitat for these species in the ARA Study Area.
Based on the impact assessment in the Level 1 and 2 Hydrogeological and Hydrological Assessments
(Golder 2013), it is expected changes in groundwater levels associated with the proposed aggregate extraction
on the site will have a negligible effect on the quality and quantity of habitat for western chorus frog, eastern
ribbonsnake or snapping turtle in Huntley Wetland. In addition, the proposed aggregate extraction is set back
50 m from the Huntley Wetland. There will be no development or site alteration within this setback.
However, to avoid any potential impact to western chorus frog, eastern ribbonsnake or snapping turtle, should
individuals wander on to the site, mitigation measures will be implemented. Further details are outlined in
Section 8.2.2.

7.5

Cumulative Impacts

The City of Ottawa EIS guidelines include consideration of cumulative impacts. Cumulative impacts are
compound environmental effects that may result due to multiple or successive development or site alteration
activities. Cumulative impacts may affect natural features or their ecological functions, water quality or quantity,
sensitive surface or groundwater features, and their related hydrologic functions.
Potential cumulative impacts were estimated by considering project effects within an expanded geographic area
as well as a longer timeframe. For this analysis, cumulative impacts were considered for projects and
developments affecting the Huntley Wetland complex and SAR habitat both in the past and future (+/- 10 years).
As mentioned in Section 1.2.1, a number of other quarry operations exist in the area. Of these, the existing
Henderson Quarry, Bell Quarry, Beagle Club Quarry and Stittsville Quarry were the only developments in the
area that were perceived as having a potential cumulative impact with the proposed aggregate extraction
development due to their potential influence on the water table of the Huntley Wetland. Each of these quarries
currently operates in a manner that maintains the groundwater levels by actively pumping water back into the
wetland. This is also the current plan for the proposed Henderson II Quarry. In addition, the modelling
completed as part of the Level 1 and Level 2 Hydrogeological and Hydrological Assessments (Golder 2013)
describes the drawdown cone of the proposed Henderson II Quarry with all of the abovementioned operations at
full development and thereby accounts for cumulative impacts.
No other cumulative impacts from other projects were evident at the time this report was written.
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8.0
8.1

REHABILITATION/MITIGATION/MONITORING
Rehabilitation Concept

The rehabilitation concept for Henderson II will be similar to that developed for Henderson I and it is the intention
for the rehabilitation plans for both sites to be integrated.
The proposed final rehabilitation of the site will be a lake with a surface elevation of approximately 134.9 metres
above sea level (masl). The water elevation in Huntley Wetland is approximately 133.8 masl. Because the
quarry lake will be at a higher elevation, there will be no flow from the wetland to the quarry lake. Surface water
captured by the lake following rehabilitation will drain by gravity to Huntley Wetland.
During the final rehabilitation, some shallow areas in the lake will be created to allow for a diversity of fish
habitat. Littoral zones will be created, in addition to a wetland/marsh area along the western shoreline. The
rehabilitation along the western boundary of the extraction limit will be extended into the 50 m setback between
the Limit of Extraction and Huntley Wetland to create a natural transition between habitats.
Shallow emergent marsh vegetation should be planted in water ±0.15 m deep and extend ±5 m from the shore
and be interspersed with cover structures (e.g. boulders and root wads) in the shallow shoreline wetland
areas. Organic material and topsoil should be added to the shoreline areas to promote shoreline
vegetation. Basking logs and nesting platforms will be created for turtle and waterfowl, respectively. Aquatic
plants should include species such as red-osier dogwood (Cornus stolonifera), slender willow (Salix petiolaris),
and herbaceous plants such as water plantain (Alisma plantago-aquatic), lake sedge (Carex lacustris), swamp
milkweed (Asclepias incarnata), softstem bulrush (Schoenoplectus tabernaemontani) and common cattail
(Typha latifolia).
Slopes will be seeded with a mix of grasses and legumes consisting of non-invasive species to prevent
erosion. Nodal plantings will be created around the final rehabilitated lake. Vegetation in the terrestrial nodal
plantings will include a mixture of coniferous and deciduous tree species to promote species diversity, develop
corridors between habitats, as well as provide a variety of species that will compensate for any substrate
deficiencies. The species may include, but are not limited to, white pine (Pinus strobus), sugar maple (Acer
saccharum), basswood (Tilia americana), trembling aspen (Populus tremuloides), and white birch (Betula
papyrifera), with secondary focus on species such as choke cherry (Prunus virginiana), alternate-leaved
dogwood (Cornus alternifolia), highbush cranberry (Viburnum trilobum), nannyberry (Viburnum lentago) and
serviceberry (Amelanchier sp.). It is recommended that ash species in rehabilitation plantings be avoided due to
the invasion of the emerald ash borer. In addition, all plantings included in the rehabilitation plan will be locally
native, non-invasive species.
A number of ledges and overhangs on the exposed cliff faces will be created to provide suitable habitat for barn
and cliff swallow.

8.2

Mitigation

8.2.1

Wetland

To avoid other impacts to Huntley Wetland, beyond alterations to the surface water and groundwater regimes,
such as dust migration, the following mitigation measures will be implemented.
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Setbacks
A 50 m setback is proposed between the boundary of the Huntley Wetland and the western boundary of the Limit
of Extraction. This setback will be excluded from the extraction area and no development or site alteration will be
undertaken in this area. Existing natural vegetation in the setback areas will be maintained to the extent practical.
Additionally, as an added precaution, during construction and earth-moving operations, sediment control measures
will be in place to prevent the runoff of suspended solids from entering the wetland areas. All work will be
conducted during periods of limited precipitation, wherever possible, and dust suppression protocols will be
developed to minimize nuisance dust emissions. The setback from Huntley Wetland will also effectively protect
sensitive species that are present within the wetland (e.g. western chorus frog) as well as those that have the
potential to be present (i.e. eastern ribbonsnake, milksnake) and protect the potential turtle breeding habitat of
Huntley Wetland from the effects of proposed extraction.

Buffer Plantings
Specific treatments to the lands within the setback area can be used to enhance the function of the setback in
providing a buffer against project impacts and also to provide overall habitat benefits for specific species.
Representative upland and facultative wetland species will be planted in nodal clusters within the setback area.
This should include species such as white cedar, balsam poplar (Populus balsamifer) and native willows
(Salix spp.). The nodal planting concept allows active vegetation establishment in combination with facilitating
natural succession processes. In addition to providing wildlife habitat, this will help mitigate dust from the
proposed quarry operations. Nodal planting details will be generally described on the site plans. This concept is
described in more detail in Section 8.1.

Water Balance Regulation
During operations, the groundwater and surface water flows to the Huntley Wetland will be maintained. Based
on the post-extraction modelling conducted in the Hydrological Assessment (Golder 2013), intercepted flows
from the existing Henderson I and the proposed Henderson II Quarries will continue to be discharged to the
northern and southern catchments of the Huntley Wetland. As such, the net change in the wetland water
balance is expected to be negligible.

8.2.2

Species at Risk

Because there is suitable habitat for Blanding’s turtle, western chorus frog, eastern ribbonsnake and snapping
turtle in the Huntley Wetland to the west of the site, a mitigation plan should be implemented to avoid potential
impact or injury to individuals in the ARA Study Area that have potential to migrate into the site.

Exclusion Fencing
Exclusion fencing should be installed along the western extent of the site, outside the proposed license area, to
prevent the migration of Blanding’s turtle, western chorus frog, eastern ribbonsnake and snapping turtle through
the site. Details of the fencing include the following:



The exclusion fencing should consist of a silt fence or other similar fencing with fine mesh hardware cloth
(on wildlife side of fence) buried at least 5 cm into the soil (Connecticut DEP 2006);



All fencing should be securely fastened to structures or culverts. There should be no gaps between the
fence posts and structures or culverts through which reptiles could pass;
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To prevent individuals from climbing the fence, the stakes or posts should be placed on the quarry
excavation side of the fence and/or as recommended by MNR; and,



The exclusion fencing should be installed prior to extraction operations, during a period of inactivity for
reptiles and amphibians (i.e., November through April) and maintained throughout the active season for
reptiles (May to October).

The exclusion fencing will also divide the active quarry lands from those that remain natural, thereby
strengthening the setback of the site from Huntley Wetland.

Worker Awareness Program
As a precautionary measure to mitigate the potential for injuring reptiles or amphibians (including milksnake)
found on or in the vicinity of the site, a worker awareness program should also be implemented.
The awareness program should include the following:



Notification of worker obligations, liabilities and responsibilities under the Endangered Species Act;



Education for the identification of Blanding’s turtle, western chorus frog, eastern ribbonsnake and
milksnake, their life history and behaviour so workers can avoid harming an animal in their daily routine;



Routine monitoring for Blanding’s turtle, western chorus frog, eastern ribbonsnake and milksnake prior to
starting up equipment in the morning;



Explanation of a procedure in the event of observation or injury to a Blanding’s turtle, western chorus frog,
eastern ribbonsnake, snapping turtle or milksnake on the site. In general, in the event of injury to an animal
or an attempt at relocating a species, an effort should be made to involve the MNR Species At Risk
biologist in Kemptville; and,



Precautionary signage along access road entrances/exits from the site to alert truck drivers to the potential
for reptiles and amphibians on the roadways.

By implementing the mitigation measures outlined above, it is expected that there will be no negative impacts to
Blanding’s turtle, western chorus frog, eastern ribbonsnake, snapping turtle or milksnake as a result of the
proposed aggregate extraction.

8.3

Monitoring

The taking and off-site discharge of quarry sump water (i.e., surface water and groundwater inflow) from the
proposed Henderson II Quarry will not be permitted without obtaining a Permit to Take water (PTTW) and an
ECA from the Ministry of the Environment (MOE) subsequent to issuance of the license under the Aggregate
Resources Act. The maximum allowable water taking rate and discharge rate will be specified on the PTTW and
ECA, respectively. In order to obtain the PTTW and ECA, the MOE will require a technical and ecological basis for
the maximum discharge rate, including an assessment of potential impacts to the receiving system which includes
the Huntley Wetland.
Groundwater, surface water and ecological monitoring programs will be developed to measure and evaluate the
actual effects on water resources associated with long term quarry development on the site, and to allow a
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comparison between the actual effects measured during the monitoring program with those predicted as part of
the impact assessment.
To confirm predictions regarding the continued functioning of the Huntley Wetland near the vicinity of the
extraction boundaries, a natural environment monitoring program is recommended. The natural environment
monitoring program should employ transect and plot based methods that have been successfully implemented in
previous wetland monitoring initiatives. This plan should include an inventory of plant species within the Huntley
Wetland adjacent to the site as well as fixed-point photo monitoring at various stations within the wetland. This
monitoring will provide both a qualitative and quantitative means of tracking changes in the vegetation over time.
It is anticipated that the response of the vegetation to environmental change will not be immediate or dramatic.
For that reason, although regular and recurrent, the periods between vegetation monitoring events becomes
increasingly longer, unless significant change occurs between sampling events. During the first ten years of site
operations, the following monitoring frequency is proposed (one sampling event in each specified year): year
zero (baseline); year one; year two; year four; year six; and, year ten. If significant change is observed between
sampling events, the vegetation sampling would return to an annual frequency
A quarry effluent monitoring program and the natural environment monitoring program for the proposed
Henderson II Quarry would be developed as a part of an application for an industrial sewage works approval
(Section 53 of the Ontario Water Resources Act), which is required to allow discharge of water from the
quarry sump.
Where relevant, comments received from the regulatory agencies (as part of the Aggregate Resources Act
licensing application) that relate to the monitoring of the wetland would be considered in the context of preparing
the PTTW and ECA applications for submission and review by the MOE and other appropriate regulatory
agencies.
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9.0

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

This study has addressed the ARA reporting requirements and the Terms of Reference for an Environmental
Impact Study in the City of Ottawa. Based on these analyses, it is expected that there will be no negative
impacts to the significant natural features and functions in the ARA Study Area.
In addition, an ecologically based rehabilitation plan and mitigation measures have been developed and are
included in the accompanying site plans. These conclusions are based on the following recommendations:



Nodal plantings and natural succession will be employed in setbacks;



A 50 m setback will be maintained between the Huntley Wetland PSW boundary and the proposed
extraction area;



Exclusion fencing along the western boundary to preclude herpetofaunal species (i.e., reptiles and
amphibians) from entering the site will be erected;



Sediment/erosion controls will be implemented adjacent to natural features during site preparation and as
needed during operations;



Water balance to the Huntley Wetland PSW will be maintained through the operational life of the quarry;



An ecologically based rehabilitation concept is included on the site plan; and,



Monitoring requirements will be established as part of MOE permits (PTTW, Sewage Works).
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10.0 LIMITATIONS AND USE OF REPORT
This report was prepared for the exclusive use of Thomas Cavanagh Construction Limited. The report, which
specifically includes all tables, figures and appendices, is based on data and information collected by
Golder Associates Ltd. and is based solely on the conditions at the site at the time of the site visit, supplemented
by historical information and data obtained by Golder Associates Ltd. as described in this report. No assurance
is made regarding the accuracy and completeness of these data.
Parts of this report rely on third party information, which was assumed to be factual and accurate. Golder
Associates Ltd. therefore accepts no responsibility for the accuracy of the information by third parties.
Golder Associates Ltd. has exercised reasonable skill, care and diligence to assess the information acquired
during the preparation of this assessment, but makes no guarantees or warranties as to the accuracy or
completeness of this information. This report is based upon and limited by circumstances and conditions
acknowledged herein, and upon information available at the time of the site investigations.
Any use which a third party makes of this report, or any reliance on, or decisions to be made based on it, are the
responsibilities of such third parties. Golder Associates Ltd. accepts no responsibility for damages, if any,
suffered by any third party as a result of decisions made or actions based on this report.
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11.0 CLOSURE
We trust this report meets your current needs. If you have any questions regarding this report, please contact
the undersigned.
GOLDER ASSOCIATES LTD.

Heather Melcher, M.Sc.
Senior Ecologist

Kevin Trimble, M.Sc.
Principal, Senior Ecologist
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APPENDIX A
Photo Log

Photo 1: Mixed meadow (CUM 1-1) on the site

Photo 2: Disturbed areas (DIST) on the site
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APPENDIX A
Photo Log

Photo 3: Trembling aspen (Populus tremuloides) sapling forest (FOD 3-1) on the site

Photo 4: Cattail mineral/shallow marsh (MAS 2-1) in the ARA Study Area, immediately
adjacent to the western extent of the site
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APPENDIX A
Photo Log

Photo 5: Pool within the cattail mineral/shallow marsh (MAS 2-1), in the ARA Study
Area, immediately adjacent to the western extent of the site
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APPENDIX A
Photo Log

Photo 6: Fisheries Station 1 in the constructed channel in the ARA Study Area, to the
west of the northern extent of the site
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APPENDIX A
Photo Log

Photo 7: Fisheries Station 2 in the constructed channel on the site
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APPENDIX B
Vascular Plants Observed in the ARA Study Area
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Common Name1
Trees (11 taxa)
Apple species
Balsam poplar
Bur oak
Eastern white cedar
Green ash
Large-toothed aspen
Tamarack
Trembling aspen
White elm
White pine
White spruce

Scientific Name 2

Malus sp.
Populus balsamifera
Quercus macrocarpa
Thuja occidentalis
Fraxinus pennsylvanica
Populus grandidentata
Larix laricina
Populus tremuloides
Ulmus americana
Pinus strobus
Picea glauca

Small trees, shrubs and woody vines (25 taxa)
Alder-leaved buckthorn
Rhamnus alnifolia
Beaked hazel
Corylus cornuta
Bunchberry
Cornus canadensis
Choke cherry
Prunus virginiana
Common blackberry
Rubus allegheniensis
Common juniper
Juniperus communis
Dwarf raspberry
Rubus pubescens
Glossy buckthorn
Rhamnus frangula
Labrador tea
Rhododendron groenlandicum
Spiraea alba
Meadowsweet
Northern arrowwood
Pin cherry
Poison ivy
Prickly ash
Purple-flowering raspberry
Pussy willow
Red osier dogwood
Red raspberry
Serviceberry species
Slender willow
Speckled alder
Staghorn sumac
Tartarian honeysuckle
Wild black currant
Willow species

08-1122-0219

Appendix B - Vascular Plants Observed in the ARA Study Area - Proposed Henderson II Quarry

Viburnum rafinesquianum
Prunus pensylvanica
Rhus radicans
Zanthoxylum americanum
Rubus odoratus
Salix discolor
Cornus stolonifera
Rubus idaeus
Amelanchier sp.
Salix petiolaris
Alnus incana
Rhus typhina
Lonicera tatarica
Ribes americanum
Salix spp.

Origin1

G Rank3

Not Applicable Not Applicable
N
G5
N
G5
N
G5
N
G5
N
G5
N
G5
N
G5
G5?
N
N
G5
N
G5
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
I
N
N

S Rank3

Not Applicable
S5
S5
S5
S5
S5
S5
S5
S5
S5
S5

G5
G5
G5
G5
G5
G5
G5
GNR

S5
S5
S5
S5
S5
S5
S5
SNA

G5
G5
G5

S5
S5
S5

N
N
G5
G5T5
N
N
G5
N
G5
N
G5
N
G5
G5T5
N
Not Applicable Not Applicable
N
G5
G5
N
N
G5
GNR
I
N
G5
Not Applicable Not Applicable

S5
S5
S5
S5
S5
S5
S5
Not Applicable
S5
S5
S5
SNA
S5
Not Applicable
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SARA4
(Sch 1)

ESA5

COSEWIC6

Location7

Ottawa Regional
8
Designation

Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed

Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed

Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed

1
1,2
1
1,2
1,2
1
1,2
1,2
1,2
1,2
1,2

Not Significant
Not Significant
Not Significant
Not Significant
Not Significant
Not Significant
Not Significant
Not Significant
Not Significant
Not Significant
Not Significant

Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed

Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed

Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed

Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed

Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed

Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed

2
1
1,2
1,2
1
1
1,2
1,2
2
1,2
2
1
1,2
1
1
1
1,2
1,2
1
1,2
1,2
1
1,2
1,2
1,2

Not Significant
Not Significant
Not Significant
Not Significant
Not Significant
Not Significant
Not Significant
Not Significant
Not Significant
Not Significant
Not Significant
Not Significant
Not Significant
Not Significant
Not Significant
Not Significant
Not Significant
Not Significant
Not Significant
Not Significant
Not Significant
Not Significant
Not Significant
Not Significant
Not Significant
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June 2013

Common Name1
Ferns and allies (5 taxa)
Cinnamon fern
Dwarf scouring rush
Field horsetail
Marsh fern
Royal fern
Graminoids (20 taxa)
Awl-fruited sedge
Black bulrush
Boreal bog sedge
Common cattail
Fowl bluegrass
Fowl manna grass
Golden sedge
Hairy-fruited sedge
Inland sedge
Kentucky bluegrass
Lake sedge
Narrow-leaved cattail
Porcupine sedge
Rush species
Rush species
Sedge species
Softstem bulrush
Timothy
Torrey's rush
Yellow sedge
Forbs (61 taxa)
Agrimony
American water horehound
Balsam ragwort
Black medic
Black-eyed Susan
Blue vervain
Blue-eyed grass
Boneset
Bulb-bearing water hemlock
Canada goldenrod
Canada thistle

08-1122-0219
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Scientific Name 2

Osmunda cinnamomea
Equisetum scirpoides
Equisetum arvense
Thelypteris palustris
Osmunda regalis
Carex stipata
Scirpus atrovirens
Carex magellanica
Typha latifolia
Poa palustris
Glyceria striata
Carex aurea
Carex lasiocarpa
Carex interior
Poa pratensis
Carex lacustris
Typha angustifolia
Carex hystericina
Juncus spp.
Scirpus spp.
Carex spp.
Schoenoplectus
tabernaemontani

Origin1

G Rank3

S Rank3

SARA4
(Sch 1)

ESA5

COSEWIC6

Location7

Ottawa Regional
8
Designation

N
N
N
N
N

G5
G5
G5
G5
G5

S5
S5
S5
S5
S5

Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed

Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed

Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed

2
2
1
2
2

Not Significant
Not Significant
Not Significant
Not Significant
Not Significant

S5

Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed

Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed

Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed

1,2
1,2
2
1,2
1,2
2
1,2
2
2
1,2
2
1
1
1,2
1,2
1,2

Not Significant
Not Significant
Not Significant
Not Significant
Not Significant
Not Significant
Not Significant
Not Significant
Not Significant
Not Significant
Not Significant
Not Significant
Not Significant
Not Significant
Not Significant
Not Significant

Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed

Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed

Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed

1,2

Not Significant

1
1,2
2

Not Significant
Not Significant
Not Significant

Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed

Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed

Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed

G5
N
N
G5?
G5
N
N
G5
N
G5
G5T5
N
G5
N
G5
N
G5
N
G5T5?
I
G5
N
N
G5
G5
N
Not Applicable Not Applicable
Not Applicable Not Applicable
Not Applicable Not Applicable

S5
S5
S5
S5
S4S5
S5
S5
S5
SNA
S5
SNA
S5
Not Applicable
Not Applicable
Not Applicable

Phleum pratense
Juncus torreyi
Carex flava

N
I
N
N

G5
GNR

S5
SNA

G5
G5

S5
S5

Agrimonia gryposepala

N

Lycopus americanus
Packera paupercula
Medicago lupulina

N
N
I

G5
G5
G5
GNR

S5
S5
S5
S5

Rudbeckia hirta
Verbena hastata
Sisyrinchium montanum
Eupatorium perfoliatum
Cicuta bulbifera
Solidago canadensis
Cirsium arvense

N
N
N
N
N
N
I

G5
G5
G5
G5
G5
G5T5
GNR

S5
S5
S5
S5
S5
S5
SNA
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1

Not Significant

2
1
1
1
1,2
1,2
1,2
2
1
1

Not Significant
Not Significant
Not Significant
Not Significant
Not Significant
Not Significant
Not Significant
Not Significant
Not Significant
Not Significant

Page 2 of 4

June 2013

Common Name1
Chara
Clammy ground cherry
Colts-foot
Common dandelion
Common fleabane
Common milkweed
Common plantain
Common skullcap
Common yarrow
Cow vetch
Daisy fleabane
Field pussytoes
Giant goldenrod
Goat's-beard
Heart-leaved aster
Marsh bedstraw
Marsh marigold
Mouse-ear hawkweed
Narrow-leaved goldenrod
Northern bugleweed
Northern green bog orchid
Oxe-eye daisy
Purple loosestrife
Red clover
Red-stemmed aster
Rough bedstraw
Rough cinquefoil
Showy lady's-slipper
Silvery cinquefoil
Small-flowered cranesbill
Spotted joe-pye weed
Spreading dogbane
Star-flowered solomons seal
Swamp milkweed
Sweet coltsfoot
Tall buttercup
Three-leaved solomon's seal
Tufted loosetrife

08-1122-0219
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Scientific Name 2
Chara sp.
Physalis heterophylla
Tussilago farfara
Taraxacum officinale
Erigeron philadelphicus
Asclepias syriaca
Plantago major
Scutellaria galericulata
Achillea millefolium
Vicia cracca
Erigeron annuus
Antennaria neglecta
Solidago gigantea
Tragopogon pratensis
Symphyotrichum cordifolium
Galium palustre
Caltha palustris
Hieracium pilosella
Euthamia graminifolia
Lycopus uniflorus
Platanthera aquilonis
Leucanthemum vulgare
Lythrum salicaria
Trifolium pratense
Symphyotrichum puniceum
Galium asprellum
Potentilla norvegica
Cypripedium reginae
Potentilla argentea
Geranium pusillum
Eutrochium maculatum
Apocynum androsaemifolium
Maianthemum stellatum
Asclepias incarnata
Petasites frigidus
Ranunculus acris
Maianthemum trifolium
Lysimachia thrysiflora

Origin1

G Rank3

Not Applicable Not Applicable
N
G5
GNR
I

S Rank3
Not Applicable
S4
SNA
SNA

I
N
N
I
N

G5
G5
G5

I
I
N
N
N
I
N
N
N
I
N
N
N
I
I
I
N
N
I
N
I
I
N
N
N
N
N
I
N
N

G5T5?
GNR

SNA
SNA

G5
G5

S5
S5

G5
GNR

S5
SNA

G5
G5
G5

S5
S5
S5

GNR

SNA

G5
G5
G5
GNR
G5
GNR

S5
S5
S5
SNA
SNA
SNA

G5
G5
G5
G4
GNR
GNR
G5TNR
G5

S5
S5
S5
S4
SNA
SNA
S5
S5

G5
G5

S5
S5

G5
G5
G5
G5

S5
SNA

G5
G5

S5
S5
SNA
S5

S5
S5
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SARA4
(Sch 1)
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed

ESA5

COSEWIC6

Location7

Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed

Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed

2
1
1
1
1,2
1,2
1
2

Ottawa Regional
8
Designation
Not Significant
Not Significant
Not Significant
Not Significant
Not Significant
Not Significant
Not Significant
Not Significant

Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed

Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed

Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed

1

Not Significant

1
1
1
2
1
1,2
1,2
2
1
1
1,2
2
1,2
1,2
1
2
1
1
2
1
1
1,2
1
2
2
1,2
1
1,2
2

Not Significant
Not Significant
Not Significant
Not Significant
Not Significant
Not Significant
Not Significant
Not Significant
Not Significant
Not Significant
Not Significant
Not Significant
Not Significant
Not Significant
Not Significant
Not Significant
Not Significant
Not Significant
Not Significant
Not Significant
Not Significant
Not Significant
Not Significant
Not Significant
Not Significant
Not Significant
Not Significant
Not Significant
Not Significant
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June 2013

Common Name1
Viper's bugloss
Water plantain
White clover
White sweet-clover
Wild carrot
Wild sarsaparilla
Wild strawberry
Yellow hawkweed
Yellow hop-clover
Yellow rocket
Yellow sweet-clover
Yellow water-crowfoot
Mosses (1 taxon)
Sphagnum moss
Notes:
1

08-1122-0219
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Scientific Name 2
Echium vulgare
Alisma triviale
Trifolium repens
Melilotus alba
Daucus carota
Aralia nudicaulis
Fragaria virginiana
Hieracium sp.
Trifolium aureum
Barbarea vulgaris
Melilotus officinalis
Ranunculus gmelinii
Sphagnum sp.

ESA5

COSEWIC6

Location7

S5

SARA4
(Sch 1)
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed

Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed

Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed
Not Listed

1
2
1
1
1
2
1,2
1
1
1
1
2

Ottawa Regional
8
Designation
Not Significant
Not Significant
Not Significant
Not Significant
Not Significant
Not Significant
Not Significant
Not Significant
Not Significant
Not Significant
Not Significant
Not Significant

Not Applicable

Not Listed

Not Listed

Not Listed

2

Not Significant

Origin1

G Rank3

S Rank3

I
N
I
I

GNR

SNA

G6
GNR

S4
SNA
SNA
SNA
S5

G5
GNR
I
G5
N
N
G5
Not Applicable Not Applicable
GNR
I
GNR
I
I
GNR
N

S5
Not Applicable
SNA
SNA
SNA

G5

Not Applicable Not Applicable

Common names and origin based upon Varga et al . (2000) and NHIC (2012).
Origin: N = Native; (N) = Native but not in study area region; I = Introduced.
Status: P = Provincial; R = Regional (OMNR Central Region); L = Local (County or R.M.).
END= Endangered; SC = Special Concern; THR = Threatened.

2

Scientific names follow Morton & Venn (1990) and published volumes of the Flora of North America (1993-2010).

3

Ranks based upon determinations made by the Natural Heritage Information Centre (2012).
G = Global; S = Provincial; Ranks 1-3 are considered imperiled or rare; Ranks 4 and 5 are considered secure.
E = Exotic; Q = Taxonomic questions not fully resolved; T = sub-specific taxon (taxa) present in the province.
SNA= Not suitable for Ranking, usually the species in non-native

4

Species at Risk Act (SARA), 2002. Schedule 1 (Last amended 6 July 2012); Part 1 (Extirpated), Part 2 (Endangered), Part 3 (Threatened), Part 4 (Special Concern)

5

Endangered Species Act (ESA), 2007 (Last updated 1 July 2012). Species at Risk in Ontario List (O.Reg 230/08 last amended 24 Jan 2013 as O.Reg 25/13, s. 1.); Schedule 1 (Extirpated - EXP), Schedule 2
(Endangered - END), Schedule 3 (Threatened - THR), Schedule 4 (Special Concern - SC)
Committee on the Status of Endangered Wildlife in Canada (COSEWIC) http://www.cosewic.gc.ca/
7
Locations: 1 = On the Site ; 2 = In the Study Area in the Wetland Edge
8
Designations determined by the City of Ottawa Urban Natural Areas Environmental Evaluation Study (Brunton 2005). Common = occur frequently within the City of Ottawa, often in large numbers; Uncommon = found
only occasionally within suitable habitat, often in small numbers; Regionally Signficiant =10 or fewer populations (post 1969) in the City of Ottawa
6
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ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT
PROPOSED HENDERSON II QUARRY

APPENDIX C
Species at Risk Screening

June 2013
Report No. 08-1122-0219

June 2013

Common Name

American eel

American ginseng

Barn swallow

Black tern

Blanding's turtle

Appendix C - Species at Risk Screening - Proposed Henderson II Quarry

Scientific
Name

Anguilla
rostrata

Panax
quinquefolius

Hirundo rustica

Chlidonias
niger

Emydoidea
blandingii

Taxon

Fish

Vascular plant

Bird

Bird

Reptile

SARA
(Sch 1)

Not Listed

Endangered

Not Listed

Not Listed

Threatened

ESA

Preferred Habitat

08-1122-0219

Potential to Occur
on the Site

Potential to Occur in the
ARA Study Area

Low
Low
In Ontario, the american eel is native to Lake Ontario,
There are no large lakes on There are no large lakes in the
St. Lawrence River and Ottawa River watersheds. Their current
the Site that would provide Study Area that would provide
distribution includes lakes Huron, Erie, and Superior and their
suitable habitat for american suitable habitat for american
tributaries. The Ottawa River population is considered extirpated. The
Endangered
eel. No individuals were
eel. No individuals were
preferred habitat of the american eel is cool water of lakes and streams
observed during any of the
observed during any of the
with muddy or silty substrates in water temperatures between 16 and
field surveys.
field surveys.
19°C. The american eel is a catadromous fish that lives in fresh water
until sexual maturity then migrates to the Sargasso Sea to spawn.
Low
Low
There are no woodlands in the
There are no rich, moist,
American ginseng is found in rich, moist, undisturbed and relatively
undisturbed, mature decidous Study Area that would provide
mature deciduous woods in areas of neutral soil (such as over
suitable conditions for
woods on the Site that would
limestone or marble bedrock; forest canopy is usually dominated by
Endangered
American ginseng. No
provide suitable conditions for
sugar maple, white ash, bitternut hickory, and basswood; colonies are
individuals were observed
American ginseng. No
often found near the bottom of gentle south-facing slopes, where the
during any of the field surveys.
individuals were observed
microhabitat is warm and well-drained.
during any of the field surveys.

Threatened

Special
Concern

Low
Low
There are no buildings, or
There are no buildings, or
Barn swallow requires buildings for nesting and open habitat,
areas suitable for barn swallow areas suitable for barn swallow
especially fields and agricultural land and around buildings near water on the Site. No individuals
in the Study Area. No
for foraging.
were observed during any of
individuals were observed
the field surveys.
during any of the field surveys.
Low
Low
There are no shallow marshes There are no shallow marshes
on the Site that would provide in the Study Area that would
Black tern builds floating nests in loose colonies in shallow marshes, suitable habitat for black tern.
provide suitable habitat for
especially in cattails.
No individuals were observed
black tern. No individuals
during any of the field surveys. were observed during any of
the field surveys.

Low
The created pond in the
proposed extraction area does
not have a soft bottom or the
dense aquatic vegetation
required for basking Blanding's
Blanding's turtle is found in shallow water; prefers marshes, bogs,
turtle. The watercourses on
Threatened secluded bays, shallow parts of lakes and creeks with soft bottoms and
the proposed extraction area
dense aquatic vegetation.
are also not suitable. No
individuals were observed
during any of the field surveys,
including the nesting surveys.
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Moderate
The Huntley PSW provides
suitable nesting habitat for
Blanding's turtle. There are
also records of Blanding's
turtle in the area.
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June 2013

Common Name

Bobolink

Butternut

Canada warbler

Cerulean warbler

Appendix C - Species at Risk Screening - Proposed Henderson II Quarry

Scientific
Name

Dolichonyx
orizivorus

Taxon

Bird

Juglans cinerea Vascular plant

Cardellina
canadensis

Setophaga
cerulea

Bird

Bird

SARA
(Sch 1)

Not Listed

Endangered

Threatened

Special
Concern

ESA

Preferred Habitat

08-1122-0219

Potential to Occur
on the Site

Low
Hay fields represent the primary habitat of the Bobolink in Ontario. In
parts of their range they will also breed in pasture, native tall grass
The open areas on the Site
prairie, no-till cropland, small grain fields, wet meadows and planted are disturbed and not suitable
cover. Fields containing a mixture of grasses and forbs including red for bobolink. No individuals
clover and dandelion without the presence of woody vegetation are
were observed during any of
Threatened
ideal sites for Bobolink breeding. Preferred Bobolink habitat contains
the field surveys.
moderate to tall vegetation, moderate to dense vegetation, and
moderately deep litter. They prefer low total legume cover, and low
total vegetative cover. Densities are highest when there is high litter
cover and high grass-to- legume ratios.
Low
The conditions on the Site are
Butternut grows best on rich, moist, well-drained loams often found on
not suitable for butternut. No
stream bank sites but may be found on well-drained gravelly sites,
individuals were observed
especially those of limestone origin; common associates include
during any of the field surveys.
Endangered
basswood, black cherry, beech, black walnut, elm, hemlock, hickory,
oak, red maple, sugar maple, white ash and yellow birch; may be an
indicator /associate of ginseng.

Special
Concern

Chaetura
pelagica

Bird

Threatened

Threatened

Common nighthawk

Chordeiles
minor

Bird

Threatened

Special
Concern

Low
There are no grasslands in the
Study Area suitable for
bobolink. No individuals were
observed during any of the
field surveys.

Low
Although the conditions in the
edges of the fields/hedgerows
in the Study Area have the
potential to be suitable for
butternut, no individuals were
observed during any of the
field surveys.

Low
Low
Canada warbler uses a wide range of deciduous, coniferous and mixed There are no forested areas on There is little, poor quality
the Site that would provide habitat in the adjacent Huntley
forests, with a well-developed shrub layer and a structurally complex
forest floor. It is most abundant in moist, mixed forests. It also occurs in suitable habitat for Canada wetland, in the Study Area. No
individuals were observed
riparian shrub forest on slopes and in ravines, in stands regenerating warbler. No individuals were
after natural and anthropogenic disturbances and in old-growth forests observed during any of the during any of the field surveys.
field surveys.
with canopy openings and a well-developed shrub layer.

Low
There are no mature decidous
forests on the Site that would
Cerulean warbler is found in mature deciduous forests that feature
large, tall trees and an open understorey. These forests may be in wet provide suitable habitat for
Threatened
cerulean warbler. No
bottomland areas or on dry ridges in upland locations. In Ontario, this
individuals were observed
warbler also nests in older, second-growth deciduous forests.
during any of the field surveys.

Chimney swift

Potential to Occur in the
ARA Study Area

Low
There are no mature decidous
forests in the Study Area that
would provide suitable habitat
for cerulean warbler. No
individuals were observed
during any of the field surveys.

Low
Low
There is no suitable habitat for There is no suitable habitat for
chimney swift in the Study
Chimney swift nests primarily in old chimneys and similar structures in chimney swift on the Site. No
individuals were observed
Area. No individuals were
buildings, and in large hollows of trees.
during any of the field surveys. observed during any of the
field surveys.
Low
Low
Although the disturbed gravel Although there are some open
areas on the Site are
areas in the Study Area that
Common nighthawk is an aerial forager that requires areas with large
potentially suitable for
could potentially be suitable for
open habitat. This includes farmland, clearcuts, burns, alvars, and
common nighthawk nesting,
common nighthawk nesting,
gravel rooftops in cities.
this species was not observed this species was not observed
during any of the field surveys. during any of the field surveys.
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Common Name

Cougar

Eastern meadowlark

Eastern musk turtle

Eastern prairie
fringed-orchid

Eastern ribbonsnake

Eastern whip-poor-will

Appendix C - Species at Risk Screening - Proposed Henderson II Quarry

Scientific
Name

Puma concolor
couguar

Sturnella
magna

Sternotherus
odoratus

Platanthera
leucophaea

Thamnophis
sauritius

Caprimulgus
vociferus

Taxon

Mammal

Bird

Reptile

Vascular plant

Reptile

Bird

SARA
(Sch 1)

Not Listed

Not Listed

Threatened

Endangered

Special
Concern

Threatened

ESA

Preferred Habitat

Habitat is essentially the same as that of their primary prey; within this
habitat, prefers rocky cliffs, ledges, vegetated ridgetops, or other areas
that provide cover for undetected surveillance of prey; stream courses
Endangered
and ridgetops are frequently used as travel corridors and hunting
routes; riparian vegetation along streams provides cover for mountain
lions traveling in open areas. This species historically inhabited
extensive forested areas in Ontario.

08-1122-0219

Potential to Occur
on the Site

Potential to Occur in the
ARA Study Area

Low
There are no recent records of
cougar in the area. No signs
or individuals were observed
during any of the field surveys.

Low
There are no recent records of
cougar in the area. No signs
or individuals were observed
during any of the field surveys

Low
Low
Eastern meadowlark prefers native grasslands, it will nest in pastures The open areas on the Site There are no grasslands in the
and agricultural fields, especially those in alfalfa and hay. It also uses are disturbed and not suitable Study Area suitable for eastern
old fields and meadows , more often overgrown with shrubs, and
for eastern meadowlark No
meadowlark No individuals
Threatened
prefers dry habitat to wet and tall grass to short. Occasionally it will use individuals were observed
were observed during any of
other areas such as golf courses or sand dunes.
the field surveys.
during any of the field surveys.

Threatened

Endangered

Special
Concern

Threatened

Low
Low
The waterbodies on the Site The conditions in the adjacent
Eastern musk turtle requires shallow water with little or no current, and
do not provide suitable habitat Huntley PSW, in the Study
soft earth to bury into when they hibernate; nesting habitat is variable,
for eastern musk turtle. No Area, are not ideal for eastern
but must be close to the water and exposed to direct sunlight;
individuals were observed
musk turtle. No individuals
northernmost locations recorded are in Outaouais, just north of the
during any of the field surveys. were observed during any of
Ottawa River.
the field surveys.
Low
The conditions on the Site are
not suitable for eastern prairieEastern prairie fringed-orchid grows in wet prairies, fens, bogs, and
fringed orchid. No individuals
occasionally old fields. Can lay dormant in soil for several years until
were observed during any of
conditions become favourable.
the field surveys.

Low
Although the conditions in the
adjacent Huntley PSW, in the
Study Area, have the potential
to be suitable, no individuals
were observed during any of
the field surveys.

Moderate
Low
The riparian vegetation
There is no suitable riparian
Eastern ribbonsnake is semi-aquatic. It is most frequently found along
adjacent to the open water
vegetation adjacent to the
the edges of shallow ponds, streams, marshes, swamps, or bogs
areas in the adjacent Huntley
waterbodies on the Site to
bordered by dense vegetation that provides cover. Abundant exposure provide suitable habitat for
PSW, in the Study Area may
to sunlight is also required, and adjacent upland areas may be used for eastern ribbonsnake. No
provide suitable habitat for
nesting. During winter (October to April), eastern ribbonsnake
eastern ribbonsnake. No
individuals were observed
hibernates in rock crevices, animal burrows, and even in ant mounds. during any of the field surveys. individuals were observed
during any of the field surveys.

Eastern whip-poor-will if often found in riparian uplands. Breeding
habitat is usually in uplands, primarily deciduous and mixed forest
adjacent to large clearings.
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Low
Low
There are no suitable forested The conditions in the adjacent
Huntley PSW, in the Study
areas, and the open areas on
the Site are too disturbed to Area, are not ideal habitat for
eastern whip-poor-will. No
provide suitable habitat for
individuals were observed
whip-poor-will. No individuals
were observed during any of during any of the field surveys.
the field surveys.
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Common Name

Flooded jellyskin

Golden-winged
warbler

Grey fox

Lake sturgeon (Great
Lakes-Upper St.
Lawrence population)

Least bittern
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Scientific
Name

Leptogium
rivulare

Vermivora
chrysoptera

Urocyon
cinereoargente
us

Acipenser
fulvescens

Ixobrychus
exilis

Taxon

Lichen

Bird

Mammal

Fish

Bird

SARA
(Sch 1)

Threatened

Threatened

ESA

Preferred Habitat

08-1122-0219

Potential to Occur
on the Site

Potential to Occur in the
ARA Study Area

Low
Low
In Ontario, flooded jellyskin is found in the eastern region. This lobed, The conditions on the Site are Although the conditions in the
leaf-like lichen grows on the lower trunks of trees in hardwood swamps
not suitable for flooded
adjacent Huntley PSW, in the
where flooding occurs in the spring. The most common tree host is
jellyskin. No individuals were Study Area, have the potential
black ash, but it has also been recorded on silver maple, trembling
observed during any of the
to be suitable, no individuals
aspen, bur oak and white cedar. Trees must be live to support the
Threatened
field surveys.
were observed during any of
lichen. These seasonal pond habitats typically occur over top of
the field surveys.
calcareous bedrock, such as limestone. There is unlikely to be a
minimum size requirement for the area of flooded forest habitat
available to the lichen, as long as adequate flooding is present.

Special
Concern

Low
Low
Golden-winged warbler has a broad range and variety of plant
The vegetation in the Study
The vegetation on the Site is
communities it uses for nesting, but its territories have a consistent
Area is not the appropriate mix
not the appropriate mix to
pattern: patches of herbs, shrubs, and scattered trees, plus a forested
to provide suitable habitat for
provide suitable habitat for
edge. The males arrive on the breeding grounds a few days ahead of
golden-winged warbler. No
golden-winged warbler. No
the females. During the breeding season, this warbler occurs in various
individuals were observed
individuals were observed
semi-open habitats: areas with abundant herbaceous vegetation, large
during any of the field surveys. during any of the field surveys.
clumps of bushes and relatively few trees. Such habitat may be found
in a marsh surrounded by forest or fields left fallow for 10–30 years.

Threatened

Low
Low
There are no recent records of There are no recent records of
Inhabit deciduous forests and marshes, den in many different kinds of grey fox in the area. The only grey fox in the area. The only
substrate (rock outcrops, hollow trees, underground burrows dug by known population of grey fox in known population of grey fox in
Threatened other animals, or piles of brush), but the dens are usually located close Ontario is restricted to Pelee Ontario is restricted to Pelee
to a water source and in an area of dense brush. Considered a habitat Island. No signs or individuals Island. No signs or individuals
generalist and is often found on the outskirts of cities.
were observed during any of were observed during any of
the field surveys
the field surveys.

Not Listed

Low
Low
In Ontario, the lake sturgeon, a large prehistoric freshwater fish, is
There are no large lakes on There are no large lakes in the
found in all the Great Lakes and in all drainages of the Great Lakes
the Site that would provide Study Area that would provide
and of Hudson Bay. This species typically inhabits highly productive
suitable habitat for lake
suitable habitat for lake
shoal areas of large lakes and rivers. They are bottom dwellers, and
sturgeon. No individuals were sturgeon. No individuals were
prefer depths between 5-10 m and mud or gravel substrates. Small
observed during any of the
observed during any of the
Threatened
sturgeons are often found on gravelly shoals near the mouths of rivers.
field surveys.
field surveys.
They spawn in depths of 0.5 to 4.5 metres in areas of swift water or
rapids. Where suitable spawning rivers are not available, such as in
the lower Great Lakes, they are known to spawn in wave action over
rocky ledges or around rocky islands.

Threatened

Threatened

Nests in freshwater marshes, where dense tall aquatic vegetation is
interspersed with clumps of woody vegetation and open water; are
most regular in marshes exceeding 5 ha.
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Low
Low
The vegetation in the Study
The mix of disturbed
Area is not appropriate to
vegetation on the Site does
not provide suitable habitat for provide suitable habitat for
least bittern. No signs
least bittern. No individuals
individuals were observed
were observed during any of
during any of the field surveys.
the field surveys.
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Common Name

Little brown myotis

Loggerhead shrike

Milksnake

Monarch

Northern map turtle

Appendix C - Species at Risk Screening - Proposed Henderson II Quarry

Scientific
Name

Myotis lucifugus

Lanius
ludovicianus

Lampropeltis
triangulum

Danaus
plexippus

Graptemys
geographica

Taxon

Mammal

Bird

Reptile

Arthropod

Reptile

SARA
(Sch 1)

Not Listed

Endangered

Special
Concern

Special
Concern

Special
Concern

ESA

Preferred Habitat

08-1122-0219

Potential to Occur
on the Site

Potential to Occur in the
ARA Study Area

Low
Low
In Ontario, this species range is extensive and covers much of the There are no forested areas on There is little, poor quality
province. It will roost in both natural and man-made structures. They
the Site that would provide habitat in the adjacent Huntley
require a number of large dead trees, in specific stages of decay and suitable habitat for little brown wetland, in the Study Area. No
that project above the canopy in relatively open areas. May form
Endangered
individuals were observed
myotis. No individuals were
nursery colonies in the attics of buildings within 1 km of water. Caves
observed during any of the during any of the field surveys.
or abandoned mines may be used for hibernaculum, but high humidity
field surveys.
and stable above freezing temperatures are required.
Low
Low
The vegetation in the Study
The mix of disturbed
This species inhabits open areas with some trees and shrubs, which
Area is not appropriate to
vegetation on the Site does
provide nesting sites and perching sites used for hunting. Shrikes use not provide suitable habitat for provide suitable habitat for
Endangered
pasture areas because the process of pasturing keeps the grass short.
loggerhead shrike. No signs
loggerhead shrike. No
Areas with short grass are good foraging areas.
individuals were observed
individuals were observed
during any of the field surveys. during any of the field surveys.

Special
Concern

Special
Concern

Special
Concern

Moderate
The natural areas on the Site
Inhabits rural areas; most frequently reported in and around buildings, (wooded areas, meadows)
could provide suitable habitat
especially old structures; however, it is found in a wide variety of
habitats, from prairies, pastures, and hayfields, to rocky hillsides and a for milksnake. No individuals
were observed during any of
wide variety of forest types.
the field surveys.

Moderate
There is suitable habitat for
milksnake in the adjacent
Huntley PSW, in the Study
Area. No individuals were
observed during any of the
field surveys.

Moderate
Moderate
There is suitable habitat
Although individual milkweed
plants were observed on the (milkweed) for monarch in the
Site, monarch was not. There adjacent Huntley PSW, in the
Monarch is found in Ontario wherever there are milkweed plants for its were no large concentrations
Study Area. No individuals
caterpillars and wildflowers for a nectar source; often found on
were observed during any of
of milkweed on the Site. In
abandoned farmland and roadsides, but also in city gardens and parks. addition, there is more, better
the field surveys.
quality suitable habitat for
monarch off-site.

Northern map turtle inhabits both lakes and rivers, showing a
preference for slow moving currents, muddy bottoms, and abundant
aquatic vegetation; needs suitable basking sites (such as rocks and
logs) and exposure to the sun for at least part of the day.
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Low
Low
The waterbodies on the Site
The waterbodies in the
do not provide suitable habitat adjacent Huntley PSW, in the
for northern map turtle. No
Study Area, do not provide
individuals were observed
suitable habitat for northern
during any of the field surveys. map turtle. No individuals
were observed during any of
the field surveys.
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Common Name

Northern myotis

Peregrine falcon

Red-headed
woodpecker

Appendix C - Species at Risk Screening - Proposed Henderson II Quarry

Scientific
Name

Myotis
septentrionalis

Falco
peregrinus
anatum

Melanerpes
erythrocephalus

Red-shouldered hawk Buteo lineatus

Short-eared owl

Asio flammeus

Taxon

Mammal

Bird

SARA
(Sch 1)

Not Listed

Threatened

Bird

Threatened

Bird

Not Listed
but listed as:
Special
Concern
Sch.3

Bird

Special
Concern

ESA

Preferred Habitat

08-1122-0219

Potential to Occur
on the Site

Potential to Occur in the
ARA Study Area

Low
Low
In Ontario, this species range is extensive and covers much of the There are no forested areas on There is little, poor quality
province. It will usually roost in hollows, crevices, and under loose bark the Site that would provide habitat in the adjacent Huntley
of mature trees. Roosts may be established in the main trunk or a large suitable habitat for northern wetland, in the Study Area. No
Endangered
individuals were observed
branch of either living or dead trees. Caves or abandoned mines may myotis. No individuals were
be used for hibernaculum, but high humidity and stable above freezing observed during any of the during any of the field surveys.
field surveys.
temperatures are required.

Special
Concern

Special
Concern

Not Listed

Special
Concern

Peregrine falcon nests are usually scrapes made on cliff ledges on
steep cliffs, usually near wetlands - including artificial cliffs such as
quarries and buildings; prefers to hunt in open habitats such as
wetlands, tundra, savannah, sea coasts and mountain meadows.

Red-headed woodpecker nests in open deciduous forest where it
requires dead standing snags for nest sites and feeding.

Red-shouldered hawk prefers deciduous or mixed-wood forests
containing shade-tolerant hardwood trees close to wetland areas.

Low
Low
There is no suitable habitat for There is no suitable habitat in
peregrine falcon on the Site. the adjacent Huntley PSW, in
No individuals were observed the Study Area. Although the
during any of the field surveys. existing Henderson Quarry
face (outside of the Study
Area) may provide some
suitable habitat for peregrine
falcon, the aggregate is being
actively extracted, and any
individuals in the area would
be acclimatized to the
disturbance.
Low
There are no open deciduous
forests on the Site that would
provide suitable habitat for redheaded woodpecker. No
individuals were observed
during any field surveys.

Low
There are no open deciduous
forests in the Study Area that
would provide suitable habitat
for red-headed woodpecker.
No individuals were observed
during any field surveys.

Low
There are no deciduous or
mixed-wood forests on the Site
that provide suitable habitat for
red-shouldered hawk. No
individuals were observed
during any field surveys.

Low
There are no deciduous or
mixed-wood forests in the
Study Area that provide
suitable habitat for redshouldered hawk. No
individuals were observed
during any field surveys.

Low
Low
There are no open wetland or
There are no marshland or
deep grass fields on the Site deep grass fields in the Study
Area that would provide
that would provide suitable
Short-eared owl prefers extensive stretches of relatively open habitat;
habitat for short-eared owl. No suitable habitat for short-eared
primarily a bird of marshland and deep grass fields.
owl. No individuals were
individuals were observed
observed during any field
during any field surveys.
surveys.
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Common Name

Snapping turtle

Spotted turtle

West Virginia white

Western chorus frog
(Great Lakes
St. LawrenceCanadian Shield
Population)

Appendix C - Species at Risk Screening - Proposed Henderson II Quarry

Scientific
Name

Chelydra
serpentina

Clemmys
guttata

Pieris
virginiensis

Pseudacris
triseriata

Taxon

Reptile

Reptile

Arthropod

Amphibian

SARA
(Sch 1)

Special
Concern

Endangered

Not Listed

Threatened

ESA

Special
Concern

Preferred Habitat

Potential to Occur
on the Site

Potential to Occur in the
ARA Study Area

Low
Moderate
The waterbodies on the Site
The Huntley PSW provides
Snapping turtle is usually found in large bodies of water, but can be do not provide suitable habitat suitable habitat for snapping
for snapping turtle. No
turtle. No individuals were
found in smaller ponds. They rarely leave the water except to lay eggs
individuals were observed
observed during any of the
in moist soil.
during any of the field surveys.
field surveys.

Endangered

Spotted turtle inhabits ponds, bogs, and shallow marshes where
aquatic vegetation is abundant. They prefer sites adjacent to
woodlands where females lay eggs buried in the soil.

Special
Concern

West Virginia white lives in moist, deciduous woodlands, and the
larvae feed only on the leaves of toothwort (Cardamine spp), which is
a small, spring-blooming plant of the forest floor.

Not Listed

08-1122-0219

Low
Low
The waterbodies on the Site The waterbodies in the Study
Area do not have the abundant
do not have the abundant
aquatic vegetation preferred by aquatic vegetation preferred by
spotted turtle. No individuals spotted turtle. No individuals
were observed during any of were observed during any of
the field surveys.
the field surveys.
Low
Low
There are no moist, deciduous There are no moist, deciduous
woodlands in the Study Area
woodlands on the Site that
would provide suitable habitat that would be suitable habitat
for west Virginia white.
for west Virginia white.

High
Low
The adjacent Huntley PSW
The waterbodies on the
Western chorus frog requires both terrestrial and aquatic habitats in
provides suitable habitat for
proposed extraction area do
close proximity. Terrestrial habitat consists mostly of humid prairie,
western chorus frog.
not provide good quality
moist woods, or meadows. For reproduction and tadpole development, habitat for western chorus frog. Individuals were observed
this species requires seasonally dry, temporary ponds that are devoid No individuals not observed (heard) during field surveys in
of predators such as fish.
2013.
during any of the field surveys.
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Common Name

Scientific Name

G-Rank1

S-Rank1

SARA
(Sched 1)

ESA3

COSEWIC

2008/2009
Surveys

2013 Surveys

Insects (Butterflies and Dragonflies)
American copper

Lycaena phlaeas

G5

S4

Not Listed

Not Listed

Not Listed

Canada darner

Aeshna canadensis

G5

S5

Not Listed

Not Listed

Not Listed

X

X

Chalk-fronted corporal

Ladona julia

G5

S5

Not Listed

Not Listed

Not Listed

X

X

Clouded sulphur

Colias philodice

G5

S5

Not Listed

Not Listed

Not Listed

X

X

Eastern tiger swallowtail

Papilio glaucus

G5

S4S5

Not Listed

Not Listed

Not Listed

X

European cabbage white

Pieris rapae

G5

SNA

Not Listed

Not Listed

Not Listed

European skipper

Thymelicus lineola

G5

SNA

Not Listed

Not Listed

Not Listed

Grey comma

Polygonia progne

G4G5

S5

Not Listed

Not Listed

Not Listed

Meadow fritillery

Boloria bellona

G5

S5

Not Listed

Not Listed

Not Listed

X

Viceroy

Limenitis archippus

G5

S5

Not Listed

Not Listed

Not Listed

X

White-faced meadowhawk

Sympetrum obtrusum

G5

S5

Not Listed

Not Listed

Not Listed

X

American toad

Anaxyrus (Bufo) americanus

G5

S5

Not Listed

Not Listed

Not Listed

X

X

Eastern garter snake

Thamnophis sirtalis sirtalis

G5

S5

Not Listed

Not Listed

Not Listed

X

X

Grey treefrog

Hyla versicolor

G5

S5

Not Listed

Not Listed

Not Listed

X

X

Green frog

Lithobates (Rana) clamitans

G5

S5

Not Listed

Not Listed

Not Listed

X

X

Northern leopard frog

Lithobates (Rana) pipiens

G5

S5

Not Listed

Not Listed

Not Listed

X

X

Painted turtle

Chrysemys picta marginata

G5T5

S5

Not Listed

Not Listed

Not Listed

Spring peeper

Pseudacris crucifer

G5

S5

Not Listed

Not Listed

Not Listed

Western chorus frog

Pseudacris triseriata

G5TNR

S3

Threatened

Not Listed

Threatened

Phoxinus neogaeus
Hybognathus hankinsoni
Umbra limi
Culaea inconstans

G5

S5

Not Listed

Not Listed

Not Listed

X

G5

S5

Not Listed

Not Listed

Not Listed

X

G5

S5

Not Listed

Not Listed

Not Listed

X

G5

S5

Not Listed

Not Listed

Not Listed

X

X
X
X

X

Herpetiles

X
X

X
X

Fish

Finescale dace
Brassy minnow
Central mudminnow
Brook stickleback
Birds
Alder flycatcher

Empidonax alnorum

G5

S5B

Not Listed

Not Listed

Not Listed

X

X

American crow

Corvus brachyrhynchos

G5

S5B

Not Listed

Not Listed

Not Listed

X

X

American goldfinch

Carduelis tristis

G5

S5B

Not Listed

Not Listed

Not Listed

X

X

American robin

Turdus migratorius

G5

S5B

Not Listed

Not Listed

Not Listed

X

X

American woodcock

Scolopax minor

G5

S4B

Not Listed

Not Listed

Not Listed

X

X

Baltimore oriole

Icterus galbula

G5

S4B

Not Listed

Not Listed

Not Listed

Black-capped chickadee

Poecile atricapilla

G5

S5

Not Listed

Not Listed

Not Listed

X

X

Blue jay

Cyanocitta cristata

G5

S5

Not Listed

Not Listed

Not Listed

X

X

Brown-headed cowbird

Molothrus ater

G5

S4B

Not Listed

Not Listed

Not Listed

X

Brown thrasher

Toxostoma rufum

S4B
S4B

Not Listed

Not Listed

Spizella pallida

G5
G5

Not Listed

Clay-coloured sparrow

Not Listed

Not Listed

Not Listed

X

X

Cedar waxwing

Bombycilla cedrorum

G5

S5B

Not Listed

Not Listed

Not Listed

X

X

Common grackle

Quiscalus quiscula

S5B
S5B

Not Listed

Not Listed

X

X

Gallinago delicata

G5
G5

Not Listed

Wilson's snipe

Not Listed

Not Listed

Not Listed

X

X

Common yellowthroat

Geothlypis trichas

Not Listed

Not Listed

X

X

Tyrannus tyrannus

S5B
S4B

Not Listed

Eastern kingbird

G5
G5

Not Listed

Not Listed

Not Listed

X
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Common Name

Scientific Name

G-Rank1

S-Rank1

SARA
(Sched 1)

ESA3

COSEWIC

2008/2009
Surveys

2013 Surveys

Eastern meadowlark

Sturnella magna

G5

S4B

Not Listed

Threatened

Threatened

X

European starling

Sturnus vulgaris

Not Listed

Not Listed

X

X

Spizella pusilla

SNA
S4B

Not Listed

Field sparrow

G5
G5

Not Listed

Not Listed

Not Listed

X

X

Hairy woodpecker

Picoides villosus

G5

S5

Not Listed

Not Listed

Not Listed

X

Killdeer

Charadrius vociferus

S5B,S5N
S5

Not Listed

Not Listed

X

X

Anas platyrhynchos

G5
G5

Not Listed

Mallard

Not Listed

Not Listed

Not Listed

X

X

Nashville warbler

Oreothlypis ruficapilla

G5

S5B

Not Listed

Not Listed

Not Listed

X

Northern flicker

Colaptes auratus

G5

S4B

Not Listed

Not Listed

Not Listed

X

Northern harrier

Circus cyaneus

Not Listed

Not Listed

Seiurus noveboracensis

S4B
S5B

Not Listed

Northern waterthrush

G5
G5

Not Listed

Not Listed

Not Listed

X

Ovenbird

Seiurus aurocapilla

G5

S4B

Not Listed

Not Listed

Not Listed

X

Red-winged blackbird

Agelaius phoeniceus

G5

S5

Not Listed

Not Listed

Not Listed

X

X

Red-tailed hawk

Buteo jamaicensis

G5

S5

Not Listed

Not Listed

Not Listed

Rose-breasted grosbeak

Pheucticus ludovicianus

G5

S4B

Not Listed

Not Listed

Not Listed

X

X

Savannah sparrow

Passerculus sandwichensis

G5

S4B

Not Listed

Not Listed

Not Listed

X

X

Song sparrow

Melospiza melodia

G5

S5B

Not Listed

Not Listed

Not Listed

X

Spotted sandpiper

Actitis macularia

Not Listed

Not Listed

Melospiza georgiana

S5
S5B

Not Listed

Swamp sparrow

G5
G5

Not Listed

Not Listed

Not Listed

X

X

Tree swallow

Tachycineta bicolor

G5

S4B

Not Listed

Not Listed

Not Listed

X

X

Veery

Catharus fuscescens

G5

S4B

Not Listed

Not Listed

Not Listed

X

X

Vesper sparrow

Pooecetes gramineus

G5

S4B

Not Listed

Not Listed

Not Listed

X

X

White-throated sparrow

Zonotrichia albicollis

G5

S5B

Not Listed

Not Listed

Not Listed

X

X

Yellow warbler

Setophaga petechia

G5

S5B

Not Listed

Not Listed

Not Listed

X

X

Coyote

Canis latrans

G5

S5

Not Listed

Not Listed

Not Listed

X

X

Eastern chipmunk

Tamias striatus

G5

S5

Not Listed

Not Listed

Not Listed

X

X

Raccoon

Procyon lotor

G5

S5

Not Listed

Not Listed

Not Listed

Red squirrel

Tamiasciurus hudsonicus

G5

S5

Not Listed

Not Listed

Not Listed

X

X

White-tailed deer

Odocoileus virginianus

G5

S5

Not Listed

Not Listed

Not Listed

X

X

Woodchuck

Marmota monax

G5

S5

Not Listed

Not Listed

Not Listed

X
X
X

X

X
X

Mammals

X

X

Notes:
All rankings for birds refer to breeding birds unless the ranking is followed by N
NA = not applicable
1

Ranks based upon determinations made by the Natural Heritage Information Centre (2012).

B = Breeding; G = Global; S = Provincial; Ranks 1-3 are considered imperiled or rare; Ranks 4 and 5 are considered secure; SNA: Not Applicable
2

Species at Risk Act (SARA), 2002. Schedule 1 (Last amended 6 July 2012); Part 1 (Extirpated), Part 2 (Endangered), Part 3 (Threatened), Part 4 (Special Concern)

3

Endangered Species Act (ESA), 2007 (Last updated 1 July 2012). Species at Risk in Ontario List (O.Reg 230/08 last amended 24 Jan 2013 as O.Reg 25/13, s. 1.); Schedule 1 (Extirpated - EXP),
Schedule 2 (Endangered - END), Schedule 3 (Threatened - THR), Schedule 4 (Special Concern - SC)
4

Committee on the Status of Endangered Wildlife in Canada (COSEWIC) http://www.cosewic.gc.ca/
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Curriculum Vitae

Education
M.Sc. Applied Marine
Science,
University of Plymouth,
Devon, UK, 1998
B.Sc. (Honours) Biology,
Laurentian University,
Sudbury, Ontario, 1996

Certifications
PADI Master Scuba Diver
Trainer,
2000
PADI Medic First Aid (CPR,
First Aid, Automatic
Emergency Defibrillator)
Instructor,
2003
WHMIS Training,
1990, 2001, 2004

Languages
English – Fluent

HEATHER A. MELCHER

Golder Associates Ltd. – Mississauga
Bioscience GTA Group Leader
Heather Melcher is an Ecologist and Project Manager with Golder Associates
and is the GTA Bioscience Group Leader. Heather has over 11 years of
experience working in a number of sectors including power, aggregates, mining
and land development. Her experience lies in designing, managing and carrying
out field programs for natural environment components of projects of various size
and complexity, analyzing and interpreting data, integrating natural environment
data with surface water and hydrogeological data in the development of technical
impact assessment reports and developing rehabilitation plans. Heather also
has extensive experience in managing multi-disciplinary Environmental
Assessments, and has worked as a project manager and ecologist within
provincial, federal and international frameworks, as well as with other
environmental and land use policies. Heather is experienced in dealing with
Species at Risk (SAR) issues and works with provincial and federal legislation,
negotiates with regulatory agencies and develops compensation plans.

Employment History
Golder Associates Ltd. – Mississauga, Ontario
Senior Ecologist/Project Manager/GTA Bioscience Group Leader (2004 to
Present)
Responsibilities include project management and preparation of environmental
assessment reports, screening reports, and natural environment reports for
private and public sectors, including land development, aggregate, and power.
Development, implementation and coordination of terrestrial and aquatic field
programs, coordination and management of activities and budgets of multidisciplinary teams, and client and agency liaison. Management of the Bioscience
GTA group, marketing and new client initiatives.

ESG International – Guelph, Ontario
Ecologist/Environmental Planner (2002 to 2003)
Specialized in resource management and land use planning. Worked with
clients, residential and commercial land developers, land planners and regulatory
agencies to obtain permits and approvals, specifically within the framework of
Niagara Escarpment and Oak Ridges Moraine legislation. Compiled, assessed
and reported on marine data collected for international projects.

CBCL Ltd – Halifax, Nova Scotia
Ecologist/Environmental Planner (2001 to 2002)
Intermediate project manager responsible for designing and implementing
environmental effects monitoring, environmental impact assessment and natural
heritage projects. Developed and implemented marine and freshwater fisheries
and benthic investigations, aquatic habitat assessments, and water quality and
sediment assessments. Liaised with clients and regulatory agencies (federal and
provincial), to obtain development permits and approvals.
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HEATHER A. MELCHER

Southeast Environmental Association – Montague, Prince Edward
Island
Bacterial Water Quality Project Coordinator (2000 to 2002)
Responsible for collection of freshwater samples and laboratory analysis of
faecal coliform bacteria to determine the effects of livestock farming runoff on the
shellfish industry. Liaised with landowners and the agricultural engineer to
establish effective remediation efforts, and developed education initiatives
involving the general public, farmers and shell fishers. Reported to a multistakeholder board.
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HEATHER A. MELCHER

PROJECT EXPERIENCE – AGGREGATES
Lafarge Canada Ltd.
Various Locations,
Ontario, Canada

Project Manager and Natural Environment Component Lead for a number of ongoing license applications for proposed new and expanded aggregate extraction
operations (pits and quarries) in Ontario under the Aggregate Resources Act
(ARA). Responsibilities include coordinating aquatic and terrestrial field data
collection and analysis, coordinating and interpreting and integrating with
hydrogeological and surface water data, as well as producing Level I & II Natural
Environment Technical reports and developing rehabilitation plans. Project
responsibilities also included negotiating with municipalities and agencies on
SAR issues, submitting ESA permit applications and developing compensation
plans; attending open houses and public forums, responding to public and
agency comments following submission. Project manager roles and
responsibilities include coordinating and managing the activities of a multidisciplinary team including hydrogeologists, surface water engineers, and noise,
air quality and blasting specialists.

Cavanagh
Construction Ltd.
Ottawa, Ontario, Canada

Natural Environment Component Lead for a Quarry license application under the
ARA. Responsibilities included coordinating aquatic and terrestrial field data
collection and analysis, interpreting data and integrating with hydrogeological
and surface water data, working with the planner in developing a rehabilitation
plan, attending agency and public meetings as well producing a Level II Natural
Environment Technical report and Environmental Impact Statement report for the
municipality. Responsible for negotiations with the MNR regarding SAR issues
and developing compensation plans.

Tackaberry Sand and
Gravel Ltd.
Perth, Ontario, Canada

Natural Environment Component Lead for a Quarry license application under the
ARA. Responsibilities included coordinating aquatic and terrestrial field data
collection and analysis, interpreting data and integrating with hydrogeological
and surface water data, working with the planner in developing a rehabilitation
plan, attending agency and public meetings as well producing a Level II Natural
Environment Technical report and Environmental Impact Statement report for the
municipality. Responsible for negotiations with the MNR regarding SAR issues
and developing compensation plans.

Greenfield Aggregates
Sherk Pit
Waterloo, Ontario,
Canada

Natural Environment Component Lead for the Sherk Pit license application under
the Aggregate Resources Act (ARA). Responsibilities included terrestrial and
aquatic data analysis, interpretation and integration with hydrogeological and
surface water data, working with the planner to develop a rehabilitation plan as
well as producing a Level I & II Natural Environment Technical report and an
Environmental Impact Statement for the municipality. Responsibilities also
included responding to public and agency comments following submission.
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HEATHER A. MELCHER

Lafarge Canada Inc.,
Oster Pit
Creemore, Ontario,
Canada

Project Manager and Natural Environment Component Lead for the Oster Pit
license application under the ARA. Responsibilities included coordinating
aquatic and terrestrial field data collection and analysis, interpreting and
integrating with hydrogeological and surface water data, working with the planner
and the agricultural subconsultant to develop a rehabilitation plan as well as
producing a Level I & II Natural Environment Technical report and an
Environmental Impact Statement for the municipality. Project manager roles and
responsibilities included coordinating and managing the activities and budgets of
a multi-disciplinary team including hydrogeologists, surface water engineers, and
noise, air quality and blasting specialists.

Lafarge Canada Inc.,
McGill Pit
Kemptville, Ontario,
Canada

Natural Environment Component Lead for the McGill Pit license application
under the ARA. Responsibilities included coordinating aquatic and terrestrial
field data collection and analysis, interpreting data and integrating with
hydrogeological and surface water data, working with the planner in developing a
rehabilitation plan, attending agency and public meetings as well producing a
Level II Natural Environment Technical report and Environmental Impact
Statement report for the municipality. Responsible for negotiations with the MNR
regarding SAR issues and developing compensation plans.

Floyd Preston Ltd.
Eastern Ontario, Canada

Amherst Quarries Inc.
Windsor, Ontario,
Canada

Natural Environment Component Lead for a proposed new quarry license
application in eastern Ontario. Liaised with client, coordinated field data
collection, mentored intermediate staff in data analysis and interpretation and
preparing a Level I Natural Environment Technical Report under the Aggregate
Resources Act (ARA), and reviewed reporting.
Aquatic Ecology Component Lead for a proposed quarry expansion license
application in southern Ontario. Coordinated and/or conducted field data
collection, interpreted and analysed data, and provided the aquatic environment
and other background data components for the Level I/II Natural Environment
Technical Report under the ARA.

PROJECT EXPERIENCE – SPECIES AT RISK
TransCanada - Various
Sites in Ontario
Ontario, Canada

Natural environment component lead for Species at Risk (SAR) monitoring at a
number of sites across Ontario. Provided SAR advice and liaised with Ontario
Ministry of Natural Resources (MNR) to develop construction monitoring
protocols for SAR and migratory birds.

Lafarge Canada Ltd.
Various Locations,
Ontario, Canada

Natural environment component lead for a number of SAR surveys at aggregate
sites across Ontario in support of Endangered Species Act (ESA) exemption
agreements. Species surveys included Blanding's turtle, loggerhead shrike, least
bittern and gray ratsnake. Developed survey protocols with a number of MNR
district offices, directed surveys and produced reports for submission.

Leader Resources
Services Ltd.
Various Locations,
Ontario, Canada

Project manager for a number of wind power projects under the Ontario
Renewable Energy Approvals Act (REA). Worked with the client and the MNR to
develop protocols and coordinate field surveys. Worked on ESA permitting
applications and compensation plans.
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Lafarge Canada Ltd.
Various Locations,
Ontario, Canada

HEATHER A. MELCHER

Project Manager and Natural Environment Component Lead for a number of
license applications for proposed new and expanded aggregate extraction
operations (pits and quarries) in Ontario under the Aggregate Resources Act
(ARA). Responsibilities included working with the Ontario Endangered Species
Act (ESA), developing survey protocols, negotiating with the MNR, completing
Information Gathering Forms (IGF), submitting permit applications and
developing compensation plans.

PROJECT EXPERIENCE – MINING
EnCana Coldstream
Thunder Bay, Ontario,
Canada

Natural environment component lead for an environmental and health risk
assessment of a decommissioned copper mine. Worked with a multi-disciplinary
team including surface water engineers, geotechnical engineers, risk specialists.
Designed and coordinated bioscience field technicians to carry out the natural
environment work plan. Tasks in the aquatic work plan included fish habitat
assessment, and collection of benthic, fish, sediment and aquatic plant samples
in affected and reference lakes and watercourses. As part of the terrestrial work
plan, collection of plant samples and characterization of wildlife habitat was
included. Responsible for analysis and interpretation of data, as well as report
preparation and liaising with stakeholders and government agencies.

EnCana Dyno
Bancroft, Ontario,
Canada

Natural environment component lead for an environmental and health risk
assessment of a decommissioned uranium mine. Worked with a multidisciplinary team including surface water engineers, geotechnical engineers, risk
specialists. Designed and coordinated bioscience field technicians to carry out
the natural environment workplan. Tasks in the aquatic workplan included fish
habitat assessment, and collection of benthic, fish, sediment and aquatic plant
samples in affected and reference lakes and watercourses. As part of the
terrestrial workplan, collection of plant samples and characterization of wildlife
habitat was included. Responsible for analysis and interpretation of data, as well
as report preparation and liaising with stakeholders and government agencies.

PROJECT EXPERIENCE – POWER SECTOR
Trillium Power Wind
Corporation
Lake Ontario, Ontario,
Canada

Project Manager for an offshore wind power project in Lake Ontario under O.
Reg. 359/09 Renewable Energy Approvals (REA). Responsibilities included
coordinating and managing a multi-disciplinary team including noise specialists,
biologists, archaeologists, public consultation specialists, aboriginal engagement
specialists, visual impact assessment specialists and geophysicists. Liaised with
client and agencies, attended regulatory agency meetings and participated in
public open houses. Reporting satisfied both provincial and federal (CEAA)
requirements.
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Leader Resources
Services Corporation
Various Locations,
Ontario, Canada

Project Manager for a number of on-going wind farm projects under O. Reg.
359/09 Renewable Energy Approvals (REA). Responsibilities include
coordinating and managing a multi-disciplinary team including noise specialists,
natural heritage specialists, archaeologists, cultural heritage specialists, public
consultation specialists and aboriginal engagement specialists. Liaising with
client and agencies, attended regulatory agency meetings and participated in
public open houses.

Mann
Engineering/EffiSolar
Various Locations,
Ontario, Canada

Natural Heritage Project Manager for four 10 MW ground-mounted PV solar
farms in southeastern Ontario under O. Reg. 359/09 Renewable Energy
Approvals (REA). Coordinated field programs, and carried out data analysis and
report production. Liaised with client and agencies.

SkyPower Corp.
Various Locations,
Ontario, Canada

Project Manager for eight wind power park projects in Renfrew County, Prince
Edward County and Parry Island, Ontario. Coordinated field programs and
managed a multi-disciplinary team including hydrogeologists, biologists, surface
water engineers, noise and air quality experts, socio-economic and public
consultation coordinators, liaised with client and agencies, organized public open
houses including assisting with preparation of panels, analysed data, and
compiled results into an Environmental Screening Report/Environmental Impact
Statement for submission to regulatory agencies.

Algonquin Power
Amherst Island, Ontario,
Canada

Project Manager and field coordinator for one wind power project in Prince
Edward County. Coordinated field programs and multi-disciplinary team
including hydrogeologists, biologists, surface water engineers, noise and air
quality experts, socio-economic and public consultation coordinators, liaised with
client and agencies, analysed data, and compiled results into documents to be
submitted to regulatory agencies in support of the RES III RFP under the Ontario
Power Authority Standing Offer Program.

SkyPower Corp.
Various Locations,
Ontario, Canada

Project Manager for several solar power projects across Ontario, including
Napanee and Norfolk. Coordinated or conducted field programs and data
collection, coordinated and managed the activities of a multi-disciplinary team.
Completed reports addressing the Ministry of the Environment Screening Criteria
for Energy Projects to be submitted to regulatory agencies.

OptiSolar Inc.
Various Locations,
Ontario, Canada

Project Manager for several solar power projects across Ontario, including
Sarnia, Tilbury and Petrolia. Coordinated or conducted field programs and data
collection, coordinated and managed the activities of a multi-disciplinary team
including noise, archaeology, surface water, traffic and natural environment
assessments. Completed reports to be submitted to regulatory agencies in
support of planning/zoning applications.

Port Granby LongTerm Waste
Management Facility
Port Granby, Ontario,
Canada

Coordinated aquatic field technicians and participated in the collection and
analysis of fish samples in support of the human health assessment component
of the project. Worked with a team of biologists in the interpretation of data and
reporting.
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Bruce Power Units 3&4
Restart
Kincardine, Ontario,
Canada

HEATHER A. MELCHER

Worked with a team to establish Valued Ecosystem Components and
appropriate study areas. Coordinated bioscience field technicians and
interpreted data on fish impingement, entrainment, fishing pressure and
temperature and velocity effects on aquatic habitat and biota, including bass
spawning surveys. Worked with a team of biologists to determine the potential
for warm water discharges to affect waterfowl use of nearby areas, and
evaluated effects on the white-tailed deer population due to vehicle strikes.
Prepared technical reports.

Pickering Nuclear 'A'
Return to Service
Follow-up and
Monitoring
Pickering, Ontario,
Canada

Coordinated aquatic field technicians and interpreted data on impingement,
entrainment, fishing pressure, waterfowl surveys, and temperature and velocity
effects on aquatic habitat and biota, including bass spawning surveys. Worked
with a team of biologists to evaluate the effects of wildlife-vehicle interactions on
nearby roadways on terrestrial biota populations. Prepared annual monitoring
reports.

TransCanada LNG
Facility
Trois Rivieres, Quebec,
Canada

Designed and conducted inland fisheries field programs for a liquefied natural
gas facility and associated distribution pipelines. The programs included aquatic
habitat assessments of all watercourse pipeline crossings, and an assessment of
habitat and water quality of inland lakes in the vicinity of the facility. Interpreted
data and prepared technical reports.

TRAINING
MEDA3 Small Non-Pleasure Vessel Basic Safety
2011

Microsoft Project Level 1 Training
2008

Royal Ontario Museum (ROM) Fish ID Workshop
2005

Introduction and Intermediate MapInfo Professional Training
2000

PROFESSIONAL AFFILIATIONS
Professional Association of Diving Instructors (PADI)
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Education
Diploma Fisheries and
Wildlife Management,
Sault College,
Sault Ste. Marie, Ontario,
2001
Diploma Parks and Outdoor
Recreation,
Sault College,
Sault Ste. Marie, Ontario,
2001

Certifications
Small Non-Pleasure Vessel
Basic Safety (MED A3),
2011
Ontario Wetland Evaluation
Certification,
2011
Butternut Health Assessor
Ontario Endangered
Species Act,
2010
Canadian Safety Council
ATV Training Certificate,
2010
Ecological Land
Classification for Southern
Ontario,
2008
St. John's Ambulance,
Standard First Aid and
CPR,
2011
Wilderness First Aid/CPR,
2004
Environment Canada
Scientific Permit to Capture
and Band Migratory Birds,
2005
OMNR Scientific
Collectors/Handling Permit
for Raptors,
2005

FERGUS NICOLL

Golder Associates Ltd. – Ottawa
Employment History
Golder Associates Ltd. – Ottawa, Ontario
Wildlife Technician (2008 to Present)
Responsible for collecting terrestrial inventory and habitat data (all taxa) for
environmental impact assessments, environmental effects monitoring projects,
CEAA screenings, and species at risk inventories and habitat assessments.
Breeding bird and amphibian data collected by call count surveys and transect
surveys. Botanical inventory data collected using plots and transects and
vegetation change by monitoring. Extensive experience in Ecological Land
Classification, Wetland and Habitat Surveys and Delineation. Other
responsibilities include survey study design, summarizing data and writing
technical reports. Provide support on aquatic and fisheries field programs.

Bird Studies Canada – Port Rowan, Ontario
Assistant Landbird Coordinator - Species at Risk Technician (2007 to 2008)
Responsible for monitoring, capturing, banding, and applying satellite
transmitters to Bald Eagles and Short Eared Owls and other listed species in
southwestern Ontario, in support of Species at Risk initiatives. Conducted
habitat mapping and management. In addition, responsible for the operation and
maintenance of three field banding stations for the purpose of avian monitoring,
and managing large field crews. Conducted extensive spot and territory mapping
of breeding birds and 'at risk' herpetiles in Long Point National Wildlife area.
Operation of boat and outboard motor for regular long trips.

Bird Studies Canada – Port Rowan, Ontario
Boreal Bird and Habitat Biologist (2002 to 2007)
Responsible for collecting point count data (>1000 point counts) and supervising
field crews as part of Ontario’s Boreal Forest Bird Program and the Ontario
Breeding Bird Atlas. In addition, responsible for marsh bird surveys and nest
searching for related projects in Northern Ontario. Also conducted extensive
vegetation and habitat sampling that included the initial design of vegetation
sampling protocols. Used GIS, MS Excel, MS Access, and other software for
database management, report writing, field season planning, and study design.
Responsible for hiring field assistants, planning, setting up transects, and quality
control and assurance of field data.

Acadia University – Main River, Newfoundland
Ornithological Technician (2004 to 2005)
Responsible for spot mapping, nest searching and monitoring, target netting,
colour banding, point counting, telemetry tracking and vegetation sampling in
support of graduate research program investigating the movement and
demographics of boreal landbirds. Used GPS, maps, and compass for setting up
plots, and navigating.
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FERGUS NICOLL

Cooperative Freshwater Ecology Unit – Throughout Ontario
Fisheries Technician (2001 to 2002)
Conducted Walleye index gill netting, and other netting programs (e.g. trap
netting). Plankton sampling and monitoring. Sampled and processed various
species of freshwater fish. Use of boats, outboards, and trailers.

Canadian Wildlife Service – Sudbury, Ontario
Field Biologist (2001 to 2001)
Long Range Transport of Air Pollutants Program. Monitored and sampled
various stages of aquatic and associated terrestrial ecosystems, including:
terrestrial, wetland, waterbird avian surveys and nest searching, benthic,
plankton and small fish surveys.
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FERGUS NICOLL

PROJECT EXPERIENCE – BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES
Lafarge Canada
Various Aggregate
Sites
Ontario, Canada
EA of Proposed
Expansion of Brighton
Landfill
Ontario, Canada
Wabush Mines
Quebec, Canada

Performed Species at Risk screenings, habitat assessments and field surveys.
Conducted butternut health assessments at various sites.

Designed, managed and implemented multi-taxa terrestrial and wetland baseline
sampling field program. This included multi-season surveys for plants, insects,
herpetiles, mammals, birds and ecological land classification, Species at Risk
targeted surveys, and screenings. Additional responsibilities included
summarizing data and baseline reporting.
Sensitive Area and Wetland Surveys - Northern Quebec
Identified, classified and assessed wetland areas, as well as sensitive areas
such as watercourses and Species at Risk habitat. Delineated wetlands and
sensitive areas within the project area using GPS and maps.

Tomlinson Stittsville
Quarry
Ontario, Canada

Wetland Delineation and long term monitoring of various taxa.
Included wetland and plant surveys, breeding bird surveys, amphibian surveys
and fisheries surveys. Used GPS and maps to assess and delineate Provincially
Significant wetland area following methods put forth under the OMNR Wetland
Evaluation Guidelines.

EnCana Narrows Lake
- Northern Alberta
Alberta, Canada

Breeding Bird Surveys, Vegetation and Habitat Surveys Crew Lead.
Conducted surveys in terrestrial and wetland habitats of Boreal Forest in
Northern Alberta. This included the identification of landbirds, wetland birds and
waterbirds. Collected habitat and wetland variables. Used Argo and worked in a
remote situation.

Ecological Lands
Classification and
Wetland Classification/
Evaluation
Various Locations,
Ontario, Canada

This project involved work for various developments and project types throughout
eastern Canada. Performed desktop and field studies to assess habitat features
and produce relatively fine scale ecological habitat maps. Evaluated wetlands
and values using the Ontario Wetland Evaluations System and the Canadian
Wetland Classification System. This included identification and classification of
trees, shrubs and other plant species, soil types, moisture regimes, drainage
features and other habitat features. Project types include mining and
aggregates, waste, land development, power, oil and gas, environmental
assessments, environmental impact statements, and biological
inventories/Species at Risk studies.

Leitrim Wetland
Ontario, Canada

Wetland and Riparian Monitoring.
Set up and survey long term wetland and vegetation monitoring plots. Collected
habitat and vegetation variables. This included the identification of plant species
and wetland mapping as well as data management and Reporting. Use of
OWES.
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FERGUS NICOLL

TRAINING
New Northern Ontario Ecological Land Classification Training for
Consultants
Ministry of Natural Resources

Workplace Hazardous Materials Information Systems
July 2012

Ecological Land Classification for Southern Ontario
June 2008

Propane in Construction Training
Canadian Marine Safety Course (Canadian Coast Guard accredited)

PROFESSIONAL AFFILIATIONS
Ontario Bird Banding Association
Ontario Field Ornithologists
Society of Canadian Ornithologists
Bird Studies Canada
Long Point Waterfowl

PUBLICATIONS
Chapters

Zimmerling, J.R., and F.I. Nicoll. 2008. Bay-breasted Warbler (Dendroica
castanea). Atlas of the Breeding Birds of Ontario, 2001-2005. M. D. Cadman,
D.A. Sutherland, G.G. Beck, D. LePage, and A.R. Couturier, eds. 728pp.

Journal Articles

Nicoll, F.I. and J.R. Zimmerling. The Importance of Wetlands to Waterbirds in the
Boreal Forest of Ontario. Ontario Birds, 24 (2006), 13-22.

Other

Zimmerling, J.R., F.I. Nicoll, and T. Lessard. In review. A new protocol for
surveying waterbirds in the Boreal Forest. Waterbirds.
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Education
M.Sc. Biology,
Lakehead University,
Thunder Bay, Ontario, 1988
B.Sc. Biology (Honours),
University of Toronto, 1984

KEVIN TRIMBLE

Golder Associates Ltd. – Mississauga
Kevin D. Trimble, Principal, M.Sc. is a senior ecologist and ecosystems design
specialist experienced in impact analysis, rehabilitation and ecological
monitoring. He has more than 24 years of extensive experience integrating
physical resource disciplines with multi-disciplinary biological data to carry out
permitting and environmental impact assessments, provide input for site design
and develop rehabilitation plans. He has directed a number of renewable power
and hydro projects and has lead terrestrial and aquatic components for many
projects in sectors including linear development, renewable power, aggregate
resources, nuclear, transportation, land use, mining and infrastructure. He has
directed a number of investigations of terrestrial resources, including amphibian
surveys and migration studies, upland wildlife habitat utilization studies,
vegetation community analysis and rare species assessments. Kevin comes
from an aquatic ecology background and has been involved in a wide range of
aquatic investigations, including monitoring and assessment for power plants.
He has dealt with rare species issues, provided expert testimony at the Ontario
Municipal Board (OMB) and the Niagara Escarpment Commission (NEC), and
has guest lectured at McMaster University, the University of Guelph and several
community colleges on the subject of ecological design and rehabilitation.

Employment History
Golder Associates – Mississauga, Ontario
Principal, Senior Ecologist (2003 to Present)
Biosciences Discipline Leader in eastern Canada; coordination of biological staff
in development and delivery of projects, integration with other core service
disciplines; direction of ecological projects involving land development, power,
infrastructure, impact assessment, restoration, ecosystem design and aggregate
extraction.

ESG International – Vaughan, Ontario
Senior Project Manager (1999 to 2003)
Coordination of Aggregate Industry Sector team; senior project manager and
director for projects involving environmental impact analysis for aggregate site
licensing and land development; management of junior staff and marketing
support; development of restoration and monitoring programs for a variety of
projects. Contributed ecological components of municipal environmental
assessments for pond remediation, road widenings and waterfront
developments.

Beak International – Brampton, Ontario
Project Manager (1995 to 1999)
Senior Project Manager coordinating and managing all land use and aggregate
sector projects as well as ecological components of natural channel design
projects. Aquatic habitat assessments for impact studies, mine closure plans,
aggregate extraction, municipal EAs and peer reviews, and land development.
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Harrington and Hoyle Ltd. – Cambridge, Ontario
Senior Ecologist (1993 to 1995)
Contribution of ecological design, impact assessment and approvals for all of the
firm’s landscape architectural projects in the sectors of remediation, parks
design, natural channel design, residential landscapes, private and public pond
assessments and designs.

Cumming Cockburn Limited – Waterloo, Ontario
Senior Ecologist (1989 to 1993)
Project manager and aquatic ecologist contributing to engineering studies toward
road EAs, marinas, land development and stream/valley rehabilitation projects.
Coordinated Environmental Division staff in multi-disciplinary assessment
projects.

Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources – Maple, Ontario
Fish Stocking Biologist
Management of provincial databases relating to fish hatchery inventories,
regional and district stocking requirements. Conducted stocking assessment
research and monitoring of stocking success rates for application of future fishery
management programs.

Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources – Thunder Bay, Ontario
Walleye Unit Biologist (1987 to 1989)
Management of experimental fisheries, monitoring projects; coordination of
research and updates towards an international walleye literature review;
response to research queries from district fish management staff.
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KEVIN TRIMBLE

PROJECT EXPERIENCE – ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT ASSESSMENT
Bruce Power, Bruce
New Build Project
Tiverton, Ontario

Senior Reviewer and technical advisor to the Aquatic and Terrestrial Ecology
components of a federal Environmental Assessment for construction and
operation of a new 4,000 MW nuclear generation facility at the Bruce Power site.

Ontario Power
Generation, Deep
Geologic Repository
(DGR) Project EA
Tiverton, Ontario

Terrestrial Environment Senior Reviewer and technical advisor. Environmental
effects assessment was performed on a proposed deep geologic repository for
long-term and intermediate level radio-active waste.

Ontario Power
Generation, Pickering
‘B’ Refurbishment
Project EA
Pickering, Ontario

Senior Reviewer and technical advisor to aquatic and terrestrial components of
an EA to refurbish the Pickering ‘B’ nuclear plant for continued operations.

Bronte Harbour
Development
Region of Halton,
Ontario

Worked with a team of structural and water resource engineers. Assessed
ecological conditions at the proposed marina and park site, in the context of the
Western Lake Ontario shoreline and lower Bronte Creek. Potential impacts and
development alternatives were assessed as part of a Federal Environmental
Assessment Review. Habitat targets and design input lead to a Fisheries Act
Compensation Agreement for the project.

Lake Erie Pipeline
Infrastructure
Lake Erie

Developed a protocol for DFO review of pipeline works in Lake Erie, and
conducted many impact analyses and DFO authorizations for Talisman Energy’s
nearshore pipeline construction and transfers.

Renewable Energy
Environmental
Assessments
Ontario

Project Director, Project Manager and Sr. Reviewer on numerous provincial and
federal EAs for wind farms and solar farms in Ontario. Coordinated multidisciplinary teams to meet CEAA and provincial EA requirements for new power
projects and related transmission infrastructure.

Bruce Power, Bruce A
Refurbishment Project
Tiverton, Ontario

Aquatic and terrestrial ecology project team input and senior review for the study
design, baseline and impact assessment associated with the refurbishment of
Bruce A Refurbishment Project. A number of significant species and habitats
were incorporated in the assessment, which reviewed construction, operation
and closure phases of the refurbishment. Multi-disciplinary team involvement
drew on existing data, agency designations, local knowledge and field data
collection programs emphasizing area VECs.

Ontario Power
Generation, Western
Waste Management
Facility Refurbishment
Waste Storage Project
Tiverton, Ontario

Provided senior ecology review to staff responsible for biological assessment of
woodlots and semi-aquatic habitats in relation to an expansion/development
project. Assisted with workplan design and field survey program and schedule in
consultation with relevant contacts. Including: senior technical support for and
consultation with sub-contractors and working closely with the project team and
client to prepare a natural environment report that highlighted ELC communities,
habitat assessment and resident fauna. On-going communication with
government agencies and academic experts for report preparation and follow-up
recommendations.
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St. Clair Power, L.P.
St. Clair Township,
Ontario

KEVIN TRIMBLE

Aquatic component lead and senior terrestrial ecology review for the St. Clair
Energy Centre Category B Environmental Assessment defined under the Ontario
Ministry of the Environment’s Guide to Environmental Assessment Requirements
for Electricity Projects. The proposed St. Clair Energy Centre is a 570 MW
combined cycle, natural gas-fired electricity generating station. The assessment
involves a multi-disciplinary team evaluating the effects of the project on air,
noise, geology and hydrogeology, surface water resources, ecological resources,
archaeological, cultural and heritage resources, visual and aesthetic resources,
and socio-economic resources. First Nations and aboriginal interests are
considered through on-going consultation with band members and responsible
agencies, and literature-based research.

Municipal Servicing EA
and Land Development
EIS
Nairn, Ontario

Managed the environmental components of an Environmental Assessment was
conducted for a hamlet in East Williams Township to assess servicing
requirements and growth constraints. Water management and sewage
alternatives were developed and assessed with a public consultation process
and impact analyses. Subsequent plans of subdivision were developed with
comprehensive EIS components evaluating terrestrial ecosystem implications
such as wildlife habitat utilization, vegetation communities and upland corridors
and linkages.

Pembina Resources
Long Point Pipeline
Crossing
Long Point, Lake Erie

Managed a multi-disciplinary team in evaluating the potential impacts of running
a gas pipeline across an unstable section of the Long Point Peninsula. The
project involved assessment of fish and wildlife habitat use, the designation of
the area as a World Biosphere Reserve, and the geomorphologic requirements
for stable pipe burial.

Welland River
Crossing, Hwy.406
Ontario

Participated with a team of environmental specialists in conducting an
environmental assessment and impact analyses at a proposed highway crossing
of the Old Welland Canal and Welland River. Riparian and aquatic habitat
evaluations were considered with preliminary alternatives to the undertaking.

Environmental
Assessment for a
Watermain Crossing of
the Thames River
London, Ontario

Investigated potential impacts of a water main crossing of the Thames River
under a Class Environmental Assessment. The area of concern included valley
slopes, floodplain and river bed adjacent to the Clarke side Road bridge.
Specific study components addressed aquatic habitat, hydrologic modelling and
mitigation. In addition, construction and monitoring methods were recommended
and Fisheries Act implications were addressed.

Highway 6 Widening
Guelph Township

Beak International Inc. was retained to update and confirm the environmental
components of an outdated environmental assessment, obtain agency approvals
and provide technical input to the detailed design and construction for a section
of Highway 6 to be widened north of the City of Guelph. Issues included a
coldwater stream crossing, provincially significant wetland encroachment and
corridor tree preservation planning.

Otto Holden Dam
Town of Mattawa

Conducted an aquatic ecology assessment and impact analysis for a waterfront
pleasure boat facility on the Ottawa River. Considerations included local habitat,
system wide impacts and zebra mussel implications, in addition to design input.
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PROJECT EXPERIENCE – SURFACE WATER ASSESSMENT AND DESIGN
Stormwater
Management Pond,
Outlet 22
Grimsby, Ontario

A stormwater management design was modified to facilitate biological treatment,
create visual amenities and habitat, and maximize water quality. The ecological
aspects of hydraulics, grading and planting were designed for submergent,
fluctuating and riparian zones of the pond system.

Chester Springs Marsh
Toronto, Ontario

The ecological components of a floodplain wetland habitat were designed as part
of a demonstration project in the lower Don River parklands, a degraded system
in downtown Toronto.

Aberfoyle Pit
Aberfoyle, Ontario
Laurel Creek at Bechtel
Park
Waterloo, Ontario

Physical and biological monitoring were combined with experimental creation of
littoral areas for aesthetics, forage production and nursery habitats.
The ecological and natural channel design elements were contributed for two
projects integrating park management with flood/erosion control, protection of
exposed sewers and habitat rehabilitation.

Habitat Rehabilitation
Lover's Creek, Ontario

Wetland management and instream habitat rehabilitation were designed as part
of an impact assessment and Fish Habitat Compensation Agreement for a golf
course.

Floodplain
Rehabilitation
Kitchener, Ontario

Ecosystem design called for floodplain rehabilitation and wetland creation in the
Grand River valley, along with aggregate resource extraction and residential
development planning.

Stream Rehabilitation
Guelph, Ontario

A subdivision was designed to include an artificial wetland in conjunction with
water management and coldwater stream rehabilitation.

PROJECT EXPERIENCE – ECOSYSTEM DESIGN AND ENVIRONMENTAL
IMPACT ANALYSIS IN LAND USE PLANNING
Ecosystem Design
Wolfe Island, Kingston,
Ontario

Proactive multi-disciplinary ecosystem design planning for this 1200 acre site
includes a marina, hotel, golf course, fisheries development, wetlands, resort
homes and natural habitat areas.

Environmental Design
Concepts and EIS
Richmond Hill, Ontario

Environmental design concepts were derived for an 800 ac site on the Oak
Ridges Moraine, in the context of bioregional ecosystem management plans
established by the Town.

Landscape Scale
Rehabilitation Designs

Managed the development of multi-disciplinary design concepts for rehabilitation
of aggregate extraction sites, municipal lands and development properties in a
regional, ecosystem context. These projects have been performed in
conjunction with environmental impact analyses for proposed land use changes,
as well as for infrastructure development and municipal rehabilitation initiatives.
Evaluations of existing and potential ecosystem components and functions are
conducted and integrated with ground and surface water investigations to derive
concepts of large scale rehabilitation targets that can be implemented at the site
level. Numerous pit and quarry expansions have involved updating rehabilitation
plans for existing licensed sites.
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Representation in
Policy Review
Ontario

Watershed and
Development Design
and EIS
Environmental
Opportunities/Constrai
nts Mapping and
Analysis

KEVIN TRIMBLE

Managed multi-disciplinary review and agency consultation in response to draft
policy changes. Represented Ontario Stone, Sand and Gravel Association
(OSSGA) and Lafarge Canada Inc., to provide proactive input to OMNR for
preparation of Oak Ridges Moraine Plan technical guidelines. Represented
Urban Development Institute in providing detailed agency input to the Natural
Heritage Reference Manual and Provincial Policy Statement updates. Also
represented a number of private landowner interests in providing agency input on
Official Plan updates.
A collaborative sub watershed study conducted by a development group to
evaluate the large scale implications of development and ecologically sound
design considerations.
Using Geographic Information Systems, ecosystem opportunities and constraints
were assessed in relation to secondary planning study areas, numerous
development sites and aggregate extraction areas. Existing multi-disciplinary
data are combined with agency designations and ecosystems analysis to
prioritize areas for land use change and environmental protection. Subsequent
design and impact analysis work focuses on the development or aggregate
extraction proposals, stormwater management and fish habitat compensation
works.

PROJECT EXPERIENCE – WATERFRONT DEVELOPMENT
Bronte Harbour
Region of Halton,
Ontario

Worked with a team of structural and water resource engineers. Assessed
ecological conditions at the proposed marina and park site, in the context of the
Western Lake Ontario shoreline and lower Bronte Creek. Potential impacts and
development alternatives were assessed as part of a Federal Environmental
Assessment Review. Habitat targets and design input lead to a Fisheries Act
Compensation Agreement for the project.

Waterfront Habitat
Design
Cornwall, Ontario

As part of the Great Lakes Remedial Action Plan, a series of habitat projects on
the St. Lawrence River was integrated with the riverfront park system and
industrial lands through downtown Cornwall. In addition to providing aquatic,
wetland and shoreline habitats, the projects were designed to meet community
goals for parks use and management, aesthetics and recreation (including
bicycle and pedestrian paths) and opportunities for fishing and wildlife viewing.

Martindale Pond
City of St. Catharines,
Ontario

Victoria Harbour Yacht
Club Matthews Group
Georgian Bay, Ontario

Kevin Trimble contributed to the assessment of ecologic and geomorphologic
functions of a 91 ha impoundment at Port Dalhousie. Improvement of flow
characteristics and habitat conditions were goals for a large scale dredging
project to create a world class rowing facility. The ecologic analysis incorporated
the results of chemical contaminant investigations in the water and sediment.
In association with Cumming Cockburn Ltd., Kevin Trimble participated in this
marina development on Georgian Bay. This project included sampling and
analysis of contaminated sediment under MOEE redgate management policies,
aquatic habitat assessment, and development of a Fish Habitat Compensation
Agreement at the site.
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The Landings at Wolfe
Island
Long Point, Lake Erie

Kevin Trimble contributed ecological analyses to a waterfront development
concept for this 430 ha site near Kingston. The concept incorporates golf
courses, hotel, marina and housing. Mr. Trimble's involvement was in aquatic
habitat and detailed fish community assessments with contribution to site layout,
shoreline management, golf course design, water management and impact
analysis. Post-development ecological functions were predicted for land use
scenarios, and used as development criteria.

Pembina Resources
Long Point Pipeline
Crossing
Long Point, Lake Erie

Kevin Trimble managed a multi-disciplinary team in evaluating the potential
impacts of running a gas pipeline across an unstable section of the Long Point
Peninsula. The project involved assessment of fish and wildlife habitat use, the
designation of the area as a World Biosphere Reserve, and the geomorphologic
requirements for stable pipe burial.

PROJECT EXPERIENCE – NATURAL VALLEY AND CHANNEL
REHABILITATION
Laurel Creek at Bechtel
Park
Waterloo, Ontario

Ecological and natural channel design elements were contributed for two projects
integrating park management with flood/erosion control, protection of exposed
sewers and habitat rehabilitation.

Maple Hill Creek
Waterloo, Ontario

Redesign of an urban stream through an easement on residential properties, to
prevent erosion and improve aesthetics.

Kolb Creek
Kitchener, Ontario

Channelization, flooding and entrenchment problems were solved by designing a
geomorphologically stable valley to support coolwater fish species, human
amenities and wildlife habitat.

Ashenhurst Nouwens
Engineering Ltd.
Lakeview Terrace
Grimsby, Ontario

The rehabilitation of a Lake Ontario tributary was incorporated into a
development design with floodplain habitat and water management.

Carp River at the
Palladium
City of Kanata, Ontario

As part of the development design, concepts were prepared to integrate the river
with its floodplain, manage site runoff, reintroduce stable, productive meanders
and compensate for impacts of the project on habitat.

Brock Township,
Beaver River
Beaverton, Ontario
Candevco Ltd., Hanlon
Creek
Guelph, Ontario
Matthews Group Ltd.,
Frenchman's Creek
Fort Erie

In response to erosion and the degradation of a dam, a concept for large scale
valley rehabilitation was derived as a framework for site specific projects.
Involvement in this watershed study lead to the generation of concepts for
several kilometers of new coldwater stream habitat in association with ecosystem
design and land use planning.
This study involved stream assessment and geomorphologic design, integrated
with Carolinian Forest protection and a residential development plan.
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Innisgreen
Investments Ltd.,
Barrie National Pines
Golf Course, Lover's
Creek
Barrie, Ontario

Instream habitat rehabilitation was designed as part of an impact assessment
and Fish Habitat Compensation Agreement for a golf course.

Mel Code Planning,
Sturgeon River
Hillsdale, Ontario

Subdivision planning involved multi-disciplinary impact analysis of a salmonid
stream.

PROJECT EXPERIENCE – SURFACE MINING AND RECLAMATION
TCG Materials Ltd.,
MacMillan Pit
Puslinch, Ontario

An intensive monitoring program was carried out on three stream tributaries as a
condition of site plan approval. Brook trout spawning success, and aquatic
habitat quality parameters were measured seasonally and collated with flow,
temperature and chemistry data to assess changes resulting from aggregate
extraction.

Aberfoyle, Puslinch
MacMillan Pit
Puslinch, Ontario

As a part of rehabilitation planning, ecologically based design concepts were
developed and tested to create high quality amenity ponds through aggregate
extraction. Water quality, bathymetry, biological production and ecosystem
development were monitored, and recommendations made to modify lake
configuration. Structural habitat experiments were run to assess responses in
fish production, algal growth, etc.

Lafarge Canada Inc.,
Centreville Quarry
Kingston, Ontario

An environmental impact analysis was conducted for approval and licensing of a
proposed limestone quarry operation in eastern Ontario. Groundwater flow and
quality, surface water management, bioregional ecosystem effects, impacts to
adjacent wetlands and nationally rare species were among the issues integrated
with other disciplines in the approval process. Data were also used to provide
input to the design of reclamation and after use plans.

Lafarge Canada Inc.,
Bere Pit
London, Ontario

Managed the environmental components of a pit expansion on lands owned by
the Upper Thames Conservation Authority. A Natural Environment Technical
Report was prepared with field data acquisition, background data and analyses
in concert with physical resource analyses. Given the nature of the property
ownership, additional negotiations and consultations were undertaken to assist
with public participation.

Lafarge Canada Inc.,
Regan Pit Expansion
Uxbridge, Ontario

A detailed multi-disciplinary environmental investigation was conducted over a
five year period for this expansion of an existing licensed pit in Uxbridge
Township. Rehabilitation concepts were developed to update the plan for the
existing pit in a regional ecosystem context. A number of rare species issues
were incorporated into the analyses, agency negotiations and rehabilitation
design.

Dufferin Aggregates
Ltd., Mosport Site
Township of Clarington,
Ontario

A Proposed gravel pit expansion involved evaluation of an old growth forest
against criteria for core forests, rare species management and corridor areas in
the Oak Ridges Moraine Implementation Guidelines.
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Dufferin Aggregates
Ltd., Acton Quarry
Acton, Ontario

Vicdom Sand & Gravel
Ltd., Sunderland Site
Sunderland, Ontario

J.C. Duff Limited,
Limehouse Pit
Limehouse, Ontario

KEVIN TRIMBLE

Management of environmental components of ongoing expansion studies and
monitoring. A detailed study design was derived to monitor compliance with
water taking permits and investigate quarry expansion. The ecological
investigation required that direction was provided to other project team
components so that data collection and analyses were integrated with surface
and groundwater flow monitoring.
Proposed mining of an esker in central Ontario was evaluated for environmental
impacts and rehabilitation potential. The site is situated between several
components of a provincially significant wetland complex and several stream
systems. Seasonal monitoring of fish and wildlife was undertaken as part of the
reporting and approvals process.
Proposed expansion of a gravel pit in the Niagara Escarpment Planning was
assessed for ecological issues pertaining to terrestrial resources, local
catchments and adjacent natural features.

PROFESSIONAL AFFILIATIONS
American Fisheries Society, Past Executive member
Society for Conservation Biology
Society for Ecological Restoration, Past Executive member
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